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THE SPREAD IN 1929 BETWEEN THE VALUES OF FINISHED
COMMODITIES AT PRODUCERS' PRICES AND AT THEIR COST
TO ULTIMATE CONSUMERS
PREFACE
THE next step in the analysis is the transition
from the annual volumes of finished commodities
and servicing, destined for domestic consumption,
at prices charged by producers, to the same vol-
umes measured at their cost to ultimate consum-
ers. Servicing and repairs rendered by manufac-
turing establishments do not call for treatment at
this stage; it may be assumed that their value, as
shown in the Census of Manufactures and esti-
mated by us for intercensal years,represents
largely their cost to the ultimate holders of the
durable goods.' But in order to measure the flow
of finished commodities at the cost to ultimate
consumers we must first estimate the value of
transportation and distributive charges. Since, as
will appear presently, these charges are substantial,
theirinclusion produces important quantita-
tive effects on the final estimates.
The large spread between producers' prices
and the cost to ultimate consumers makes it es-
pecially deplorable that data relevant to this stage
of the analysis are meager. The first comprehen-
sive census of distribution for the United States
was taken for 1929; in addition to wholesale and
retail trade, the distribution of sales of manu-
facturing plants was surveyed. A second census
of wholesale and retailtrade was taken for
1933, but its extensive, and particularly its in-
tensive, coverage were less than that attained for
1929. Another census of trade was taken for 1935,
but the results were not published until 1937 and
were not available at the time the major part of
1Thisstatement does not hold of the servicing of consumers'
durable goods, which may be done through a middleman and
for which, therefore, manufacturers' charges do not neces-
sarily represent total cost to consumers. But servicing of con-
sumers' durable commodities accounts for a minor fraction of
the total value of servicing and repairs rendered by manufac-
turing establishments.
the present study was being prepared. For other
years the data on distributive trades are scattered
and restricted samples, which become sparser as
one goes back to the early years of the post-War
period. For transportation charges the only com-
prehensive data available for many commodities
are freight charges on steam railroads, published
by the Interstate Commerce Commission for 1928,
1930, 1933, and with somewhat less detail for
1922.
The contrast between the wealth of informa-
tion for 1929 and the other years in the period
made it advisable to arrange the transition from
the flow of finished commodities in producers'
prices to their flow at the cost to ultimate con-
sumers in three steps, presented in Parts III, IV,
and V. Part IIIis confined to 1929 data and
attempts to measure, on the basis of the ex-
tensive information available for that year, the
total spread between the value of finished com-
modities at producers' prices and -their value at
the cost to ultimate consumers. Part IV is a sur-
vey of the available information on transporta-
tion and distributive charges for years other than
1929,primarily with a viewtoestablishing
whether these charges, when expressed as per-
centages of costs or final values, are variable over
time; and if so, what changes they have under-
gone during the period studied. Part V combines
the information in Parts III and IV, and arrives
by a series of approximations at an estimate of the
annual value of finished products flowing into do-
mestic consumption, at cost to their ultimate con-
sumers.
Part III traces the flow of finished commodities
from their producers through the channels of dis-
tributive trade during 1929. First, the distribution
of sales of finished commodities by their pro-
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ducers is studied: the portion going directly to ul-
timate consumers, to retailers or to wholesalers is
estimated. Second, the flow to and from whole-
sale trade is analyzed: the flow to wholesale trade
from producers or imports is compared with the
flow from wholesale trade into exports, direct
sales to ultimate consumers, or sales to retailers.
Third, the flow to and from retailers is studied:
the flow to them from producers and wholesalers
is compared with the flow from them to ultimate
consumers. Fourth, we juxtapose the total flow of
finished commodities into domestic consumption,
at producers' prices, against the total movement
to ultimate consumers, at the cost to them, flowing
either from producers or wholesalers, or from re-
tail trade; and thus obtain the total spread in 1929
between the value of finished commodities at the
door of the producing establishment and their
cost to ultimate recipients.
1 ALLOCATION OF PRODUCERS' SALES AND
TRANSPORTATION CHARGES
Beginning the analysis at the point where fin-
ished commodities leave manufacturing or other
producing establishments, itis essential, as the
first step, to observe into what channels they go
directly. Since finished products alone are dealt
with, those which move to other establishments to
be used in business processes are omitted. On the
other hand, finished products that do reach ulti-
mate consumers, via either wholesale or retail
trade, or both, are included. Thus producers' sales
of finished commodities are divided into those go-
ing directly to ultimate consumers, to wholesale
trade, to retail trade.
This apportionment, presented in Table III—!,
is based largely upon the Census data on the dis-
tribution of sales of manufacturing plants. For
the small groups of non-manufactured finished
commodities, except coal, we assumed that all
sales went through wholesale channels; for coal,
the availability of specific retail prices made it
unnecessary to trace the flow in the several stages
of commodity circulation. The values in column
2 are of total domestic sales, not of finished com-
modities, sold and imported, destined for domes-
tic consumption. The assumption that the phase
of commodity circulation represented by imports
and exports takes place exclusively at the whole-
sale stage 2wasforced upon us by the apportion-
2Thisis true with the exception of two minor groups—pleas-
tire water-craft and aircraft—for which wholesale and retail
channels could not be segregated. In Tables 111—3 and 111—4
the wholesale and retail stages are combined, and the entries
made in Table 111—4 under retail trade.
ment in Distribution of Sales of
Plants, which applies to total sales rather than t
sales adjusted for imports and exports. But
assumption does little violence to the facts. Whole
sale trade being defined, as it is in the subsequen
analysis, to include not only wholesalers prope:
but also manufacturers' wholesale branches an
all agents and brokers, it may safely be state.
that the preponderant part of imports and cx
ports of finished commodities goes through
channels of wholesale trade.
The application of the apportionment in Dis
tribution of Sales to total sales by minor corn
modity groups encounters two sets of problems
The first is the proper segregation of the
going directly to ultimate consumers. The plac
of the Census category 'sales to household con
sumers' in our classification is clear. But the cate
gory 'sales to industrial and other large consum
ers' may combine items that in our classificatior
appear as finished and unfinished commodities
In a few industries in which the product was ob
viously finished, e.g., trunks, valises, and bags
this category was considered by us as
sales to ultimate consumers. In a few other indus
tries whose products were mixed, all sales in
category that were in excess of the total value
unfinished as estimated by us in Part I were alsc
considered finished. Note A to Table 111—1
all the industries whose sales to industrial anc
other large consumers were interpreted in thesc
two ways.
The second set of problems arose because ar
exactly corresponding allocation of manufactur
ing plant sales could not be found in the
for every commodity. The Census allocations
industries, and within some industries for im
portant subdivisions, were matched as closely a
possible with our commodity estimates, but
some commodities no exactly corresponding a!
location of sales could be found. For these corn
modities we used the allocation of sales for
closely related commodity or industry; and
several of these, unpublished Census allocations
These adjustments are described in detail in
B to Table III—!, which presents also the variou
other modifications of industry and
totals made to obtain the best allocation of sale
for each commodity or group of commodities.
commodities for which approximate allocation
had to be used, i.e., excluding those adjusted
the use of unpublished Census data and suci
proper modifications of the totals as exclusion 0
interplant transfers, were not numerous; and, S(
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far as the commodity group totals were concerned,
could not affect greatly the reliability of the ap-
portionment (except for a few minor commodity
groups, such as cotton goods, and printing and
publishing).
The general results of the apportionment can
be summarized for the major commodity class
totals and the grand totals in columns 2, 3, 4, and
5 of Table 111—I. Of the total sales of finished
products, 37.7 billion dollars, the larger portion,
about 56 per cent, went to wholesale trade; slightly
less than one-third to retail dealers; and only
about 12 per cent directly to ultimate consumers.
But this apportionment varied significantly among
the major commodity classes. In the perishable,
seinidurable, and consumers' durable classes, only
a small fraction, from 4 to 6 per cent, went directly
to ultimate consumers; in the producers' durable
this share was nearly one-half. The large share of
direct sales to ultimate consumers among pro-
ducers' durable commodities is obviously a re-
flection of the large average size of purchases in
this field and of the prevalence of production on
order from the ultimate holder of the product.
The share going to wholesale trade is largest in
the perishable group, almost 70 per cent—a reflec-
tion of the great task the distributive system has
to assemble the multitude of products from the
numerous groups of scattered producers and dis-
tribute them to the numerous groups of scattered,
small retail units.3 The share going through whole-
salers is also appreciable in the consumers' durable
group, 55percent (as against less than 40 per
cent in semidurable and about 40 per cent in
producers' durable), largely because a major por-
tion of the output of such industries as the pas-
senger car, auto parts, radio, electric refrigerator,
is handled through wholesalers or manufacturers'
wholesale branches. The share of retail trade was
largest in the semidurable group—slightly over
one-half—a reflection of the importance of large
retail units such as department stores and chain
stores. Thus, the differences in the percentage al-
location of total sales among the four major com-
modity classes, as shown in Table III—!, reflect
clearly the well-known differences among these
four groups of finished products in the organiza-
tion of the distributive system.
In measuring transportation charges, the esti-
mates for which have been added in columns 6, 7,
SThisresult was partly due also to our assumption that all the
finished non-manufactured farm products(fruits and vege-
tables, dairy and poultry) except those consumed on farms went
through wholesale channels.
8, and 9 of Table III—! to the value of finished
products flowing from their producers into the
three channels distinguished, the lack of ade-
data forced upon us several assumptions.
First, the cost of transportation was measured only
at those stages of commodity circulation which
have the producing establishment as their start-
ing point. Jn the subsequent analysis, whenever
the commodity moves from wholesalers to retail-
ers, or from wholesalers or retailers to ultimate
consumers, it was assumed that the cost of trans-
portation was covered in the wholesale and retail
mark-ups. Since in reality only part of this trans-
portation cost is covered in wholesale and retail
mark-ups, this assumption undoubtedly led to an
underestimate of the final totals of transportation
costs. Second, the transportation charges covered
in Table Ill—I are based on railroad rates for
carload lots. Since the rates do not include the
cost of trucking from the railroad station to the
consignee; since they are lower than the rates for
less than carload lots; and since they are applied
to the transportation of commodities moved by
truck, the rates foi which are, if anything, some-
what higher than those for railroad transport, the
total charges included are again somewhat less
than the actual cost of moving the commodities
from the producing establishments to the whole-
salers, retailers, or ultimate consumers.4 On the
other hand, the resulting undervaluation of trans-
portation costs may be partly offset if the commod-
ity volume not reported in the available data on
transportation charges is subject to less extensive
transportation than the commodity volume in-
cluded in the data.
The specific transportation charges added to
the values forthe several minor commodity
groups in Table III—! were based on the railroad
freight charges for 1928, as published by the Inter-
state Commerce Commission. The matching of
these charges, available for several of the more im-
portant commodities, with our commodity classi-
fication could be only approximate; it is described
in detail in the note to Table IV—!. The total ad-
dition to the value of finished commodities in
1929 was approximately 2 billion dollars, or about
5.3 per cent of the value at the door of the pro-
ducing establishments. The percentage added for
each minor commodity group was the same for
each channel of trade, there being no way to
distinguish between the size of transportation
4Watertransportatiorl, which is often less costly than railroad.
accounts for an insignificant fraction of the movement of fin-
ished commodities.
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charges for flowing into the differ-
ent channels.
2 FLOW TO AND FROM WHOLESALE TRADE
'Wholesale trade, taken as a unit, receives the com-
modities that it sells from either domestic pro-
ducers or foreign sources. The value of domestic
sales of finished commodities going in 1929 to
wholesale trade is estimated in Table 111—1, and is
shown, with transportation charges added, in col-
umn 8. Since, as stated above, it is assumed that
all importing and exportingisvia wholesale
trade, the addition of all finished imports for 1929
yields the foreign share of the flow of finished
commodities to domestic wholesalers. The de-
tailed commodity classification of imports and ex-
ports, and the totals by minor commodity groups,
are given in Table 111—2. entries in column
2 of Table 111—3 are, accordingly, the sum of
the sales in 1929 by producing establishments to
wholesalers,' of the transportation charges on these
commodities, and of the value of finished com-
modities imported. The total flow in 1929 of fin-
ished commodities to wholesale trade was esti-
mated at some 23 billion dollars.
In tracing what occurred to this commodity
volume in the channels of wholesale trade cog-
nizance must be taken of two possibilities. First,
it may have been retained completely or in part
within the channels of wholesale trade, even
though passed along from one wholesaler to the
next. If inventories were to be measured uniformly
at cost, total inventories would be increased by
the original value of commodities retained plus
whatever mark-up wholesalers realize when they
sell to other wholesalers. Second, this volume of
commodities flowing to wholesale trade may be
sold in toto or in part by wholesalers to retailers
and consumers, i.e., units outside wholesale trade;
the value will then be increased by the total whole-
sale mark-up. Given the apportionment of these
sales by wholesale trade, taken as a unit, it will be
possible to trace further the movement of at least
a part of them through the channels of retail trade.
Since the ultimate aim of Part III is to measure
the. spread in 1929 between the values of finished
commodities at producers' prices and at their cost
to consumers, the first task is to estimate the por-
tion of this spread accounted for by the passage of
finished commodities through wholesale trade
channels. This estimate, like that of the spread ac-
counted for by the passing of commodities through
retail trade, may be obtained by one of two meth-
ods. In the first, the flow of commodities into the
hands of a given group of traders is compared with
its outflow, i.e., with sales by that group. This corn
pauson, when supplemented by information on
changes in inventories, yields the gross margin be-
tween the cost of the commodities to the tradeu
and the values received by them at 'the point ol
sale. In the second method information is obtained
directly on the usual mark-up added and realized
by the given group of traders in return for han-
dling the commodities. When these mark-ups, usu-
ally available in the form of percentages to the
cost of commodities, are multiplied by the cost
values of the commodities sold the result is the
total spread added to these values. The first
method, which can be designated the volume-of-
sales method, requires data on sales and inven-
tories for the commodity for which itis
deemed important to obtain the specific spreads.
The second method, the mark-up, requires ade-
quate and detailed data on the percentage mark-up
applied and realized on the various commodity
groups.
In choosing between the two methods the first
consideration is the necessity of measuring the
spread for the minor commodity groups. To apply
the first method, data are needed on sales and
changes in inventories in 1929 by minor com-
modity groups. Such specific data on changes in
inventories are lacking, since inventories are re-
ported in the Census of Distribution only as of
December 31, 1929. But since changes in inven-
tories are likely to be a minor factor as compared
with the volume of sales, the lack of these particu-
lar data is not a serious obstacle to the application
of the first method. The difficulty lies primarily
in obtaining sales by the specific commodity
groups analyzed in Table 111—3. The commodity
classification of sales in the Census of Wholesale
Distribution distinguishes some 91 divisions (see
U. S. Summary, Table 13). But of these, over 50
are either for completely unfinished commodities
or for mixed with a preponderance of unfinished,
while the other 40 odd are so allocated that only
a few of our minor commodity groups can be pro-
vided with even an approximate counterpart. Of
these 40 odd commodity classes in the Census,
which represent largely finished commodities, fully
9 belong to the single group of food products, and
5 to the single group of dry goods and notions;
leaving an obvious shortage of commodity divi-
sioris to be matched with the remaining 42 'groups
in our classification. The application of the vol-
urne-of-sales method at the wholesale stage would,
therefore, have meant a significant and undesir-
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able reduction in the number of commodity
groups in the classification used in. this report. It
was, therefore, applie4 only to the very few groups
in our classification for which some approximate
counterpart could be found in the commodity di-
visions of the wholesale census.
But even for these few groups, for which entries
will be found in columns 3 and 4 of Table 111—3,
there are further obstacles to ascertainingnet
value of wholesale sales of finished commodities.
The first obstacle; viz., the failure of the com-
modity breakdown of wholesale sales to cover all
sales in the various lines of trade, is minor since
the percentage of coverage is high (running in
most branches of trade over 95 per cent). The ad-
justment can easily be made by raising the dollar
values by a corresponding percentage to bring
the coverage up to 100 per cent; the values in
Table 111—3, column 3, are the result of this minor
adjustment or projection. The second difficulty
is, however, much more significant and not easily
solved in a satisfactory fashion. Wholesalers may
sell to other wholesalers, and the allocation of
wholesale sales in 1929 by channels of destination
does not distinguish sales to other wholesalers
from sales to retailers. Hence, in the analysis,
which requires measurement of sales by whole-
sale trade, taken as a unit and exclusive of dupli-
cations, only by excluding from the flow of goods
sales by certain types of wholesaler on the assump-
that they were selling exclusively to other
wholesalers was it possible to adjust for duplica-
tion in sales. Accordingly, sales by all agents and
brokers were omitted as constituting duplications.
As a matter of fact, agents and brokers may sell to
retailers and industrial consumers; on the other
hand, wholesalers, other than brokers and agents,
may sell to other wholesalers. If we judge by the
partial evidence in the Census of Wholesale Dis-
tribution for 1933, the duplication represented
by wholesalers' sales to other wholesalers exceeds
sales by agents and brokers to retailers or indus-
trial household consumers. Our adjustment for
duplication, by the exclusion of sales by agents
and brokers, was therefore probably inadequate.
The third difficulty was that the commodity
classes taken from the wholesale trade census still
contain fractions of unfinished commodities. Con-
sequently, after duplication of sales was corrected
for, the sales values were adjusted for sales to in-
dustrial consumers. The two adjustments were
made as follows: (1) Commodity sales were ad-
justed for duplication by the exclusion of sales by
agents and brokers.(2) The volume of sales by
lines of trade (U. S. Summary of Wholesale Distri-
bution, Table 3) was corrected for duplication by
applying to it the percentage of downward scaling
obtained from step 1. (3) The percentage that the
volume of sales to industrial consumers consti-
tuted of the adjusted sales Was computed for the
various lines of trade.(4) The percentages thus
obtained for one branch of trade or more dealing
primarily in commodities belonging to each of
the several minor commodity groups were applied
to the sales as measured in step 1, yielding the es-
timated sales of the commodity group to industrial
consumers. (5) The volume obtained as a result
of step 4 was subtracted from the volume obtained
as the result of step I, to obtain the fully adjusted
entries in Table 111—3, column 4. The details of
the commodity classification, as well as a detailed
description of the three types of adjustmtht, are
presented in Note A to Table 111—3.
The lack of correspondence between the com-
modity classification of the Census of Wholesale
Distribution and, our commodity classification ac-
counts for the sparsity of entries in columns 3 and
4 of Table 111—3; and the inadequacy of our cor-
rection for duplication bars any confidence in the
totals in column 4. Indeed, when these totals are
compared with those in column 2, the mark-up is
so strikingly different from the mark-up indicated
by other information as to cast grave doubt upon
any one or all three magnitudes: sales to whole-
salers and imports in column 2, sales by whole-
salers in column 4, or the mark-up in column 6.
Apparently, the source of error is the estimate in
column 4; in any event, the application of the
volume-of-sales method to wholesale trade is, with
existing data, definitely a failure. For two minor
commodity groups alone, both relatively unim-
portant (furs and fur goods, and office and store
equipment), could the total in column 4, upon
being checked with the results of the mark-up
method, be adopted as the final estimate of the
net volume of wholesale sales in column 7. For
all other minor commodity groups the mark-up
method had to be used.
The largest portion of the mark-up in trade is
accounted for by operating expenses, the difference
between total mark-up and operating expenses
being net profits or losses of trading establish-
ments. Data on operating expenses are avail-
able for 1929 in considerable detail, reported in
the census of both wholesale and retail trade. The
data are for branches or lines of trade, however,
not for commodity groups. Two steps must there-
fore he taken to pass from operating expense data
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to mark-up percentages: (1) the lines and types of
trade selected must be those whose sales are dom-
inated by the commodities of a given commodity.
group, so as to allow for the treatment of operat-
ing expenses that are applicable to our several
minor commodity groups;(2) an approximate
fraction must be added to operating expenses to
allow for net profits during the year. Note B to
Table 111—3 shows in detail how the various lines
and types of trade have been combined to derive
operating expense ratios for each minor com-
modity group, and what additions were made to
these percentages to account for net profits. The
net profit ratio is based on that reported to the
Income Tax unitby corporations in wholesale
trade. The over-all rate of 1.1 per cent is modified
from branch to branch according to the differences
in profit ratios as revealed by sample studies.
The total mark-up (Table III—3, column 6)
amounted to 14.9 per cent, varying but slightly
from one major commodity group to another. Re-
calculated on the basis of the value of sales, this
mark-up amounts to a gross margin of 13.0 per
cent (14.9/114.9 multiplied by 100). This margin
seems at first too large, since for all wholesale trade
the percentage of total expenses to volume of sales
was in 1929 only 8.85 (see U. S. Summary, Table 4,
p. 85). But the latter ratio is for all wholesale trade,
including sales of unfinished commodities and
duplicating sales by agents and brokers. If sales
and expenses are taken for wholesalers alone and
for manufacturers' sales branches, the two groups
of wholesale trade that together account for the
preponderant share of non-duplicating sales of fin-
ished commodities, the totals become 44.4 billion
dollars for sales (instead of 69.3 for all wholesale
trade) and 4.84. billion for expenses (instead of
6.14 billion for all wholesale trade). The operating
expense ratio thus rises at once from 8.85 to 10.9
per cent. If, further, from sales and expenses of
wholesalers alone, sales and expenses in the major
lines of unfinished commodities (farm products,
n.e.c,, farm supplies except machinery and equip-
ment, leather and leathergoods except gloves and
shoes, lumber and building materials, forest prod-
ucts except lumber, iron and steel scrap and other
waste products, metals and minerals except petro-
leum and scrap, plumbing and heating equipment
5 SeeNational Income, 1929—1932, Sen. Doc. 124, 73d Cong., 2(1
Sess.(Washington, 1934), pp. 223—4. This profit rate is, per-
haps, too low, since operating expenses do not include com-
pensation of proprietors, which in closely-held corporations
may have been deducted as compensation of officers. However,
the attempt here was to be as conservative as possible in ap-
plying the mark-up method.
and supplies) are subtracted, the operating
ratio rises from 10.9 to 11.9 per cent. Thus
over-all mark-up for wholesale trade in finishec
commodities in Table 111—3 checks with the oper
ating expense ratio in the Census of Wholesali
Distribution, as was predetermined by the methoc
of estimating the mark-up.
The application of the percentages of mark-ui
in 111—3, column 6, to the values in columr
2 yields the estimated sales of finished product
by wholesalers in column 7. The dollar values ir
column 7 represent not actual saleswholesalers
but the, finished commodities at wholesale
that the wholesalers would have sold had
thefinished
bought by them in 1929 (and no other commodi
ties), at the mark-up commonly realized that year
But if our estimates in columns 2 and 6 are cor
rect,' those in column 7 cannot be materially dif
ferent from the actual net sales of finished corn
modities, excluding duplication, since wholesali
inventories are relatively small and their
constitute properly but a minor fraction of total
sales. According to our calculations in Part V
total inventories of• finished commodities held
whOlesalers at the end of 1929 amounted, on
cost basis, to about 2.3 billion dollars, or about if
per cent of the total cost of goods flowing to whole
salers. Hence, even an appreciable change in in
ventories would cause but a small adjustment in
column 7, were it to express actual rather than
hypothetical sales. And the estimated change in
these inventories (Part V) amounted to an increasc
of less than 30 million dollars.
The cost of .finishedcommodities reaching
'domestic wholesalers in 1929 was 23.2 billion
dollars;their value at wholesale prices,26.f
billion dollars, was not far from the actual valu
of sales of finished commodities by wholesah
trade. In the next task, to trace the various chan
•nels into which this volume of commodities
have three possibilities must be distin
guished: (1) exports; (2) direct sales to domesti
ultimate consumers; (3) sales to retailers (Tabli
III--3, columns 8, 9, and 10).
Exports which, according to our assumption,
are a part of wholesale sales alone, are taken froni
the detailed analysis in Table 111—2, and theii
derivation need not be described here. Sales direci
to ultimate consumers are estimated on the
of the Census of Wholesale Distribution, which
has for the various lines of trade a category en
titled 'sales to ultimate consumers(at retail)'
The main problem was that encountered above
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ii estimating sales to industrial consumers (in ad-
usting entries in column 4 for the fraction repre-
ented by unfinished commodities): the difficulty
f applying the quantities shown for total sales
including duplications) by branches of trade to
ret sales by commodity groups. The solution of
his difficulty is described in Note A to Table III—
,andrepeats most of the steps listed above in the
Lerivation of sales to industrial consumers. Since
his adjustment for duplication is, perhaps, made-
Luate, the percentages of direct sales to ultimate
onsumers, being calculated on a somewhat exag-
;erated base, are perhaps a little too low, and hence
he estimates in column 9 also may be too low.
-lowever, in view of the small importance of these
lirect sales by wholesalers to ultimate consumers,
he error has little significance in the final esti-
nates of the cost of commodities to ultimate con-
umers.
Exports and direct sales by wholesalers to ulti-
nate consumers measured, the flow to retailers,
he most important part of wholesale sales, is ob-
ained by subtraction (column 10). It will be seen
rom the grand totals of columns 8, 9, and 10 that
and direct sales to ultimate consumers ac-
:ount for only abQut 8 and 9 per cent, respectively,
f total sales, the other 83 per cent being sales to
etailers. But just as in the distribution of sales
manufacturingplants, the percentage of direct
ales to ultimate consumers is particularly high in
he producers' durable group, slightly over 60
er cent. Similarly, the share of exports in this
is also much larger than in the other major
:ommodity classes, about 23 per cent as compared
vith percentages ranging from 8 for the consuin-
durable class to about 5 for perishable. In
hese three classes of consumers' finished products
and direct sales to ultimate consumers are
unimportant, and the percentage of
ales to retailers is high, accounting for from over
)0 per cent in perishable and semidurable to over
per cent in consumers' durable.
3 FLOW TO AND FROM RETAIL TRADE
commodities flow into the channels of
etail trade either directly from the producing es-
ablishinents or from wholesale trade. The first
)art of this flow (Table 111—1, column 6), the cost
finished commodities, including transportation
:harges, flowing from producers directly to re-
ailers, was 12.5 billion dollars in 1929. The sec-
md part of this flow (Table 111—3, column 10),
he value of finished commodities flowing from
trade into retail channels, was 22.2 bil-
lion dollars in 1929. Thus of the total, 34.6 billion
(Table 111—4, column 1) slightly more than one-
third came directly from producers and slightly
less than two-thirds from wholesale trade.
The application of the volume-of-sales method
to the analysis of wholesale trade proved unsuc-'
cessful, largely because the commodity classifica-
tion of wholesale sales was inadequate, and to ad-,
just for duplicated sales from one wholesale unit
to another was difficult. For retail trade, both ob-
stacles are much less formidable. The commodity
classification of retail sales, with some 200 com-
modity divisions, is more detailed, and it applies
largely to finished commodities and construction
materials, excluding the large volume of other un-
finished products handled by wholesale trade.
Duplicated sales from one retailer to other retail-
ers are a very minor fraction of total retail sales
and, being largely in unfinished commodities, may
be disregarded ifl our analysis. Hence, an attempt
was made to apply the volume-of-sales method ex-
tensively, and to compute, from the Census, retail
sales in 1929 for each minor commodity group,
excluding, of course, those whose products do not
pass through retail channels.
The commodity breakdown of sales, as given
in the Census of Retail Distribution for each state
and for the country as a whole, is based upon a
much less substantial sample of total sales than is
the corresponding commodity coverage of whole-
sale sales, owing partly to the fact that commodity
reports were not requested from stores with an-
nual sales less than $60,000, or from stores in
places with less than 10,000 population; partly to
the fact that many stores from which such infor-
mation was requested could not provide it. The
coverage varied from one line of trade to another,
was naturally much higher in the larger than in
the smaller cities and country places, and varied
from state to state depending largely upon the con-
centration of population (see Census of Disirthu-
tion, Vol. 1, Retail Distribution, Part 2, pp. 18—
20). But since the percentage of coverage ran in
all states from 25 to 40, the sample may be con-
sidered sufficiently large to give an approximate
allocation of total sales by commodities. The com-
modity classification in the Census was matched
with our classification by minor commodity groups
(for the details see the first part of Note A to
Table 111—4). It was possible to retain all the
minor commodity groups, except that groups 15
and 36, household furniture, and office furniture
and equipment, had to be combined; and that for
some 91thesmall groups in the producers' durable
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class sales could not l)e computed from the Census.
Table 15 of the Census shows both for the coun-
try as a whole and for each state the percentage ac-
counted for by each commodity in the total sales of
each group of stores (each kind-of-business group).
The statepercentages were weighted by the
volume of sales,i.e.,they were computed by
adding together total sales of all stores that re-
ported sales of the given commodity, adding the
sales of the given commodity by all these stores,
and then computing the percentage of the latter
total to the former. So far as the stores reporting
commodity coverage were a substantial sample,
and their commodity breakdown typical of all
stores in the state, the percentages thus obtained
enabled us to estimate for the state the approxi-
mate sales of each commodity. This was done in
accordance with Census instructions: "Go through
the separate sections of the table and list every
kind of business in which the commodity appears,
setting down opposite each the percentages shown
in the second column (i.e., the column giving the
percentage distribution of total sales of each kind-
of-business group among the various commodi-
ties). From Table 1set down opposite each item
the total sales of all stores of that kind. Apply the
percentage to the total sales of the kind of store to
which it applies, thereby determining the approxi-
mate sales of the commodity in each kind of store.
Adding these dollars together, the total is the ap-
proximate total sales of the commodity in all
stores in the city (or state), except only the kind-
of-business classifications which are not reported
in Table 15" [i.e., the table which shows the com-
modity breakdown] (ibid., p. 22). We have ap-
plied this procedure, state by state for all states,
for most durable and semidurable commodities
(Table 111—4, column 4). The only element of es-
timating was in measuring commodity sales in the
kind-of-businessclassificationnot reportedin
Table 15 of the Census. For these (but a minor
fraction of the total sales of each commodity) we
took the commodity percentage in the same kind-
of-business classification from a contiguous state
in which this classification did appear in Table 15.
The laboriousness of this procedure restricted
its use, and suggested the advisability of using the
commodity percentages for the country as a whole.
These national averages were computed, however,
by a method different from that used for the state
averages. "...theBureau has averaged the sev-
eral State percentages in each geographic division
• ..andthen has averaged the divisional aver-
ages to produce the nationalfigures..•. No
workable weighting could be devised" (Census o
Distribution, Vol. I, Retail Distribution, Part 1
p. 958). Furthermore, the percentages are char
acterized as 'consistently reported' and 'variousl
reported'. For each geographic division the corn
mod ities reported in all states, or all states but onc
were listed as 'consistently reported'. If the corn
modity was omitted in more than one state, no
having been reported sufficiently to yield a stat
percentage, the item was listed in its geographi
division as 'variously reported', and instead of
single percentage, the highest and lowest percent
ages for the state were given. Similarly, in the
tional averages, a consistently reported commodit)
with a single percentage, was one reported con
sistently in all nine, or in eight of the nine gec
graphic divisions. If more than one geographic di
vision listed the commodity as variously reported
it was so characterized in the national
asingle percentage, two were given
the highest and the lowest among those geographi
divisions in which it was consistently reported
Finally, the, national averages differed from th
state averages in another respect: the latter did nc
cover the commodity breakdown of the sales b
national chains, while "the national figure is th
average of the divisional averages, unweightec
plus the chain ratios, weighted in the proportio'
which chain sales bear to independent store sales
(ibid., p. 958).
In applying the national averages, i.e., the
age percentage accounted for by each commodit
in the total sales of each group
stores, the oniy estimating necessary was in obtali
ing a single percentage for the variously reporte
entries. The practice was' to obtain the geometri
mean of each pair of percentages reported, sun
mate these means for all the commodities various]
reported for a given group of stores, and then r
adjust each single mean proportionately so
their sum equaled the single percentage given i
Census Table 15 for all the variously reported con
modities in the given group of stores. Inspectio
of Census Table' 15 (ibid., pp. 959—68) shows
this adjustment affected but a minor fraction
the total sales of each commodity.°
The estimates of retail sales by minor con
modity groups, resulting from this application
the national averages, are given in Table III—
column 3. For the minor commodity groups f
which both state and national averages were usei
the difference, in most lines, appears to be sligh
6Anadditional minor adjustment was made in estimating t
commoditybreakdown of sales by general stores.
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a large absolute vol-
irne of sales, the discrepancy rarely runs above 3
cent of either total. It may, therefore, be as-
umed that the estimates of retail sales for minor
ommodity groups in column 3, for which the la-
procedure based on state percentages has
Lot been followed, are good approximations to the
otals that would have been yielded by a more de-
ailed study of the Census of Retail Distribution.
The main purpose of the estimates of retail
ales by minor commodity groups is to enable us
o measure the specific spreads between the cost of
ommodities to retail to
dtimate consumers. The next task is, therefore,
o compare the totals in columns 3 and 4 with
hose in column 2, compute the spread represented
y the difference and observe whether its magni-
ude is corroborated by the information, other-
vise available, on the amount of the retail mark-
ip. This information, summarized in column 7 of
['able 111—4, is based largely upon the same type
source that was utilized in order to measure the
)revalhng mark-up in wholesale trade. Note B to
['able 111—4 provides specific indications of the
ources of the operating expense ratios and mark-
ips, and the nature of the allowance for net profit.
Comparison of columns 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 re-
reals in most of the minor commodity groups a
ack of agreement between our estimates of the
:ost of the commodities flowing to retailers, the
ales of these commodities by retailers as estimated
rom the Census of Retail Distribution, and the
nark-up as based upon fairly extensive informa-
ion provided in it as well as in other sources. This
lisagreetnent is especially marked in the perish-
ible class, but it is frequent also among the corn-
nodity groups in the sernidurable and the two
lurable classes. In these three last-mentioned,
seven minor commodity groups were found
or which estimated retail sales could be accepted
s consonant with the cost of goods flowing to re-
ailers raised by the usual retail mark-up. While
hese results indicate a much greater validity of
he volume-of-sales method in retail then in whole-
ale trade, the disparity between retail sales as de-
ived from the Census and the hypothetical vol..
irne of retail sales based upon the addition of the
isual mark-up to the cost of commodities flowing
o retailers is too large to be dismissed without
nalysis. The sources of this disparity must be as-
ertained, and, if possible, measured, before the
roper basis for measuring the retail spread in
929 can be determined.
4 SOURCES OF DISPARITY BETWEEN
TOTALS OF RETAIL SALES DERIVED
BY THE MARK-UP AND THE
VOLUME-OF-SALES METHODS
If we take the minor commodity groups for which
retail sales could be estimated by the two methods,
i.e., excluding minor commodity groups 5a and Sb
(manufactured fuels and petroleum products, and
coal) and those small groups among producers'
durable commodities for which no retail sales
were indicated, the two totals are 37.57 billion
dollars(column 3), and 45.45 billion (column
8). The disparity, 7.88 billion dollars, or approxi-
mately 19 per cent of the average o. the two totals,
is too large to be due to differences in precision of
the two methods. It must obviously arise from the
lack of comparability between the two totals, or
substantial shortages and excesses of coverage in
one -
Weanalyze first the discrepancy arising from
two aspects of the lack of strict comparability
of the two totals. First, the total based on the
mark-up method takes no account of changes in
inventories, since it measures not the actual sales
by retailers but what would have been their sales
had they sold all and only the commodities flow-
ing from production and imports during 1929,
and had wholesalers sold to retailers the usual
proportion of all the commodities flowing to them
from production and imports. But part of this flow
to wholesalers and retailers might have been re-
tained by either the former or the latter, and hence
be reflected in increased inventories. Approximate
calculations in Part V show that during 1929
wholesale inventories of finished commodities in-
creased some 25 million dollars, and retail in-
ventories of finished commodities increased almost
120 million dollars. Adding to these increases the
corresponding average wholesale and retail mark-
tips we obtain the retail value of these increasesin
inventories of roughly 200 million dollars.
The second aspect of lack of comparability is
that finished commodities, whose cost was esti-
mated in Table 111—4, column 2, may have passed
to ultimate consumers outside the channels in-
cluded by the Census of Distribution under retail
trade. Several types of outside channel suggest
7Theremaining 11.5 billion dollars which goes to make up
the Census total of 49.1 billion is composed of the following
commodities as estimated by the use of national averages: coal,
0.97; manufactured fuel and lighting products, 2.03; building
materials, 3.41; fertilizer, 0.98; flowers and wreaths, 0.16;
0.01; sign shops, 0.01; servicing, 1.17; second-hand merchandise,
1.52;miscellaneous, not classified, 0.78; goods sold to other
dealers, 0.51
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themselves. First, some finished farm products,
such as fruits and vegetables, and dairy and poul-
try products, may be sold by farmers directly to
ultimate consumers. In the calculation above, it
was assumed that the finished part of these com-
modity groups was all sold to wholesalers. Hence
the major part (95 per cent, see Table Ill—i, line
for Minor Commodity Group 1) is assumed to go
also to retailers and swell sales as estimated in
Table 111—4, column 8. All direct sales of such
products by farmers appear, with appropriate
transportation charges and mark-ups, asretail
sales in column 8. Since the Census of Retail Dis-
tribution does not, of course, cover direct sales by
farmers, they do not appear in any of the estimates
in column 3 or 4.Itis difficult to evaluate the re-
tail value of these direct sales of finished products
by farmers in 1929. According to the estimate in
Table TI—i, the total value, at producers' prices,
of fruits and vegetables, and dairy and poultry
products, sold by farmers was 4,068 million dollars
in 1929, of which 2,781 were finished and 1,287
unfinished. If it is assumed that 10 per cent of the
sales of finished products were direct by farmers
to ultimate consumers, and the cumulated trans-
portation charges and wholesale and retail mark-
ups are added, the result is a retail value of these
direct sales of some 500 million dollars.
Second, the Census of Retail Distribution does
not cover hotels that serve meals and dispense also
some other perishable and even semidurable prod-
ucts (e.g., tobacco and accessories, novelties). The
value of meals alone amounted to 358 million
dollars in 1929, and it may be added as appearing
inthe estimates based on the mark-up method but
not in those based on the method
(see Census of Distribution, Vol. I, Retail Distri-
bution, Part 1, p. 14).
Third, a considerable group of the commodities
considered in Table 111-4 as going into retail
channels may have been bought and dispensed to
ultimate consumers through such servicing busi-
nessesas cleaning and dyeing establishments,
laundries, barber shops, hotels (excluding meals),
by public utility enterprises (selling gas and elec-
tric appliances to ultimate consumers), and by in-
dividuals in professions such as medicine(dis-
pensing drugs). The commodities thus distributed
were not considered unfinished, so long as their
nature was such that they could have just as easily
passed to ultimate consumers through retail trade
proper. When a wholesaler sells hair tonics to a
barber, he probably classifies them as sales to a
retailer; and hence the estimates, based on the
[1
mark-up method, include all these commoditiesa
their approximate retail value. No such salesar
pear in the Census of Retail l)istrihution. Ur,
fortunately, data that would throw light on thi
volume of finished commodities passing to fina
consumers through these service, public utilit)
or professional establishments are not available.
A round sum of 500 million dollars for them doe
not seem unreasonable, although it is, of coursc
merely a guess.
Finally, it is to be ,doubted that the Census o
Retail Distribution covered retail units
without a fixed place of business, such as hucksten
peddlers, and itinerant vendors. No definite in
formation on this score is given in the Census fo
1929, but in that for 1933 it was stated: "Itineran
vendors and others who maintain no regularl
established place of business were not included'
(Vol. IV,p. 1). Some perishable products, such a
fruits and vegetables, and other foods, some semi
durable and perhaps even a very small amount o
consumers' durable commodities may thus pass
ultimate consumers. Again there is lack of infor
mation on the subject, and we can merely gues
the retail value of the amounts at 500 million do]
I ars.
Thus the differences in coverage between the
tirnates based on the mark-up method and
derived from the Census of Retail Distributiol
account for the following excess, in millions o
dollars, of the former estimates.
Retail value of increase in inventories of finished com-
modities
Direct sales by farmers (retail value)
Meal sales in hotels
Sales through servicing and public utilities and profes-
sional establishments
Sales through itinerant units
Total
This reduces the total discrepancy from 7.88 bil
lion dollars to 5.82.
We may now consider some of the deficiencie
20
50
35
50
50
2,05
8 Receipts from sales of lamps and appliances by the gas ii
dustry, as reported in ihe Census of Manufactures, were
million dollars in 1929. Sales of electrical appliances by electri
light and power companies were 113 million dollars in
(see Sales of Electrical Appliances b't Electric Light and
Companies, 1931—1935, by Statistical Department, Edison Ele
tric Institute, February 18, 1933, p. 1). Of course, some of
theCensus of Distribution.
William H. Lough estimates "sales of farm products direi
from farms to consumers and sales by hucksters and peddlei
having no established place of business" at 1,500 million do
lars(cf. High-Level Consumption, McGraw Hill, 1935, p. 265
Direct sales by farmers were estimated by us- at 500 millie
dollars, and all sales by itinerant vendors at 500 million, yiek
ing a total of 1billion. There is little basis for judgment
to the relative accuracy of the two estimates.TOTAL'SPREAD IN 1929
in the commodity coverage of the Census of Re-
tail Distribution, so far as retail trade proper as
defined by the Census itself is concerned. First,
776 million dollars o' retail sales were not classi-
fied in the Census according to their commodity
composition, and hence could not be included in
the estimates by minor commodity groups and the
totals in column 3 or 4 of Table 111—4. Column 3
covers 37.6 billion dollars of retail sales out of a
total reported by the Census of 49.2 billion. Ap-
plying the percentage that the,first total constitutes
of the second to the unclassified item of 776 mil-
lion, we obtain some 600 million dollars Of retail
sales, which should be added to the 37.6 billion
in column 3 to reduce the discrepancy still further.
Second, there is an obvious reason why the
Census of Retail Distribution could not have cov-
ered completely the retail sales, actually made in
1929. It was taken in 1930, with an April 1 date,
and could not, of course, reach business units that
operated through all or part of 1929 but went out
of existence or were not' operating at the time it
was taken. This non-existence of retail units in
1930 that had operated in 1929 could be due to
two, essentially different, reasons:(1) The mor-
tality common in retail trade meant that a number
of retail stores either failed or retired between
January 1, 1929 and the date in 1930 when the
Census was taken. The period over which such
voluntary or involuntary retirement could have
occurred was thus at least one year and a quarter.
(2) Many retail units operate on a seasonal basis,
and those that operate oniy during the summer,
fall, or winter, even though they were in existence
in 1929 and may have begun functioning again
in 1930, could hardly have beth reached by the
Census in the spring of
There are no data that would make possible an
accurate estimate of the shortage arising from such
disappearance or non-operation at the time of
census-taking in 1930 of retail units that func-
tioned in 1929. But there is some basis for making
a reasonable guess at the shortage in coverage due
to failures and retirement. The Census of Retail
Distribution for 1933 gives the number of stores
that operated in both 1933 and 1929, and indicates
that about 36 per cent of the stores functioning in
1929 had disappeared by early 1934. The sales of
the stores existing in both 1929 and 1933 were
19.9 billion dollars in 1933 (see Vol. IV, pp. iv and
3), and constituted 79.6 per cent of total sales. But
we are interested in the sales by the stores in 1929
that handled finished commodities whose flow is
analyzed in Table 111—4. The total decline in re-
tail sales from 1929 to 1933 was from 49.1 to 25.0
billion dollars, or 49 per cent; if we exclude the
group of lumber and building products, second-
hand stores, coal yards, and a few other minor lines
not included in Table 111—4, the percentage de-
cline becomes 48.4, the sales in 1929 amounting to
43.8 billion dollars, and in 1933 to 21.1. The dc-
dine in the sales of the surviving stores must have
been less appreciable, but for purposes of carry-
ing the calculation further we may assume it to
have been identical with that oall stores in the
same group, thus probably underestimating the
correction to be made.b0 On this assumption, ap.
plied to each branch o. trade, sales by those stores
which operated in 1)0th 1929 and 1933 must have
amounted in 1929 to 34.9 billion dollars; total
sales by all stores were 43.8 billion. Hence, sales by
stores that operated in 1929 but went out off ex-
istence by the end of 1933 must have been 8.9
billion dollars; and this would have represented
the minimum shortage in coverage of 1929 sales,
were the Census of Distribution for 1929 taken in
early 1934, i.e., at the time the Census of Distri-
bution for 1933 was taken. This total shortage, ap-
plied to our totals for 1,929 (whkh cover only 37.8
of the 43.8 billion mentioned above), amounts to
7.7 billion dollars. Since five years elapsed from the
beginning of 1929 through the end of 1933, this
yields an annual shortage of 1.54 billion. And for
the year and a quarter elapsing from January 1929
to the time of census-taking in 1930, the estimated
shortage would be 1 .92 billion.
Of course, it would be dangerous to assume that
this shortage of 1.92 billion dollars represents the
shortage due to non-coverage of business units that
were operating in 1929 but had failed or retired
by the time of the census-taking in 1930. The
omission of firms that retired early in 1929 repre-
sented most likely a smaller loss in coverage than
that of firms that retired later in 1929 or during
the first quarter of 1930. The relative rate of
failures and withdrawals must have been greatly
accelerated by the development of the depres-
sion and must have been materially higher in
the later part of 1930, 1931, 1932, and the early
part of 1933, than during 1929 or the first quarter
of although the secular mortality rate in re-
tail trade is fairly high at all times. On the other
hand, two factors reduce this difference between
absolute trade mortality in 1929 and in the later
10Howlarge suchanunderestimate may be is shown by an
application of a rate of decline of 40 per cent for the total sates
of stores surviving from 1929 to 1933. This rate would yield a
shortage in coverage of the 1929 sales amounting to 13.8 billion
dollars, instead of the 8.9 derived in the text.
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years. First, sales and prices declined precipitously
in 1930,1931, 1932, and 1933 as compared with
1929. The relative mortality rate in 1933, which
would be twice as high as in 1929,means, con-
sequently, an absolute shortage of coverage that
would be just equal to the absolute shortage of
coverage of a mortality rate half as small in 1929.
Second, it may even be assumed that, other con-
(litions being equal, the mortality rate would be
higher in the first or second year of the period, the
surviving population being subject to a lower
mortalityrate after theweaker units have with-
drawn. The balanceof all these considerations
suggests that the shortage ofcoverage due to re-
tirement in 1929 and the first quarter of 1930
could not have been much less than about two-
thirds of the figure suggested above, thus yielding
an absolute shortage of about 1.5. billion dollars.1'
This still fails to allow for any shortage in cover-
age that may arise from the seasonal character of
retail trade, since the Census of 1930 could not
have obtained information for business units op-
erating during the summer, fall, and winter, and
the Census of 1933 could not have covered retail
units operating only during late spring, summer,
and fall. No adequate basis of estimating this
shortage is available, although some remote mdi-
cation is given by the fact that during 1929 receipts
of hotels (with 25 or more guest rooms) operating
from two to eight months of the year were about
8 per cent of the receipts of hotels operating
through the year (seeAbstractof the Fifteenth
Census, pp. 954—5, Washington, 1933). This per-
centage is obviously too high to be applied to re-
tail trade. But it does not seem unreasonable to
estimate ibis percentage at about 2, and thus ob-
tain a shortage in reporting, owing to seasonal fac-
tors, of roughly 750 million dollars.
Adding these estimates of the various parts of
retail trade in 1929 that either could not be classi-
fied by commodities or could not have been coy-
èred by the Census of Retail Distribution because
o. the disaippearance or at the time
of census-taking of retail units operating in 1929,
weobtain the following picture, in millioiis of
dollars.
accounted for so far (clue to difference in
scope)
J.1 Dun and Bradstreet show that annual total liabilities of fail-
ing trading firms were for 1929—33 about 303 million dollars. For
1929 they were 225 million, or 75 per cent of the annual average
for (see Statistical Abstract, 1934, p. 282). In the light
of these figures, the reduction of the estimated shortage from
1.92 to 1.5 billion dollars in the text appears approximately
correct.
Not classified by commodities
Shortage on account of failure or retirement
Shortage to allow for seasonal operation
Total discrepancy accounted for 4,908
Total (liscrepancy between estimates
Residual discrepancy
600
1,500'
750'
1W. H. Lough estimates the total shortage due to omission of
"sales of retaileis who went out of business at any time between
Jan.1, 1929 and the date of census-taking or who operated
seasonally and therefore were not reported in the Census" at
1,500 million dollars (op. cit., p. 265). Our estimates for those
two items are 2.25 billion dollars, and if the analysis upon
which they are based is correct, there is reason to assume that
Mr. Lough's allowance is somewhat too low.
This residual discrepancy may be somewhat too
small, if we consider that our data on production
fail to include establishments with a value of
product under $5,000, which should have reduced
the totals based on the mark-up method and could
not have affected those based on volume of sales.12
Also, some shortage may exist in the coverage of
the Census of Manufactures because of retirement
of manufacturing establishments, althoughit
could not have been large. It is perhaps reasonable
to assume that the residual discrepancy is close to
3 billion dollars.
What may be the sources of this residual discrep-
ancy? If we assume that our analysis is correct, they
may lie either in the failure of the Census of Re-
tail Distribution to cover total sales even in the
retail units within its scope that were operating at
the date of census-taking; or in the exaggeration,
in the estimates based on the mark-up method,
of the dollar value of commodity flow to retailers
and/or the gross margin between the cost of these
commodities to retailers and the retail sales value.
Finally, we may have underestimated the mag-
nitude of the shortages arising from the specific
sources described.
The analysis of the discrepancy between the two
estimates for specific commodity groups suggests
clearly that either we have underestimated the
magnitude of the shortages arising from the
sources indicated above, especially the value of
sales through the servicing industries and the
shortages due to retirement or seasonality; or that
the Census of Retail Distribution failed to cover
fully sales of retail establishments that were within
2,058its scope and were in operation at the time of
census-taking. Of the two possibilities, the former
seems much more plausible; although a shortage
estimated at 130 million dollars is reported in the
12 The total output of these units in 1919 was 167 million dollars
(see Abstract of the Census of Manufactures for 1919, Table
201, p. 357).
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Census of Retail Distribution itself with reference
to its coverage of sales by milk dealers. We may
cite two conspicuous examples among many:
Minor Group 2, Cigars, cigarettes and tobacco.
The discrepancy in this group is 1.2 billion do!-
lars. Mark-ups, which gave the larger total, were
carefully checked by using the annual data on con-
sumption available from the Bureau of Internal
Revenue, and the known wholesale and retail
prices. We can scarcely assume that the large dis-
crepancy between the two estimates is accounted
for by the specific sources of shortage listed above,
unless the magnitude of such shortages has been
underestimated. The changes in inventories for all
finished commodities were 200 million dollars;
total flow through servicing and other establish-
ments, 500 million; the share of this commodity
group in shortages that arise from retirement,
seasonal operation, itinerant selling, or the un-
classified item must be relatively small. We may
well have underestimated sales through servicing
establishments, hotels, clubs, etc., if they account
for a large part of the tobacco sales not reported
in the Census of Retail Distribution.
Minor Group 11,Shoes and other footwear.
Total output, at manufacturers' prices, amounted
in 1929 to 1,085 million dollars. Retail sales, de-
rived from the Census of Retail Distribution, were
only 1,338 million. Sales direct to ultimate con-
sumers by either manufacturers or wholesalers are
negligible. The total mark-up indicated by the
two totals, of about 22 per cent on a cost basis, and
less than 20 per cent on a sales-value basis, seems,
therefore, highly inadequate. Half of the output
goes to retailers via wholesalers, the other half di-
rectly. The wholesale mark-up is 18.5 per cent on
cost; the retail, 50 per cent, representing gross
margins of 16 and 33 per cent, respectively. The
discrepancy of some 470 million dollars between
the estimates by the mark-up and the volume-of-
sales method, amounting35 per cent of the
latter, could hardly be explained by factors of re-
tirement, seasonality (which together account for
about a 7 per cent shortage), by changes in inven-
tories or any other sources of shortage, unless their
magnitude has been underestimated above.
Of course, the estimates based on the mark-up
method may easily contain an element of exag-
geration. In the original breakdown of mixed com-
modity items the estimate of the unfinished part
was usually a minimum, and hence there may have
been some exaggeration in the finished part ob-
tained as a residual. Thus, in a minor commodity
group such as magazines, newspapers, stationery,
and paper products (Minor Group 4), the excess
of the estimate based on the mark-up method over
that based on volume of sales, 850 million dollars,
may have arisen not only because a vast volume of
magazines and newspapers is distributed through
hotel lobbies, clubs, newsboys, corner newsstands,
train butcher boys, etc; but also because of a pos-
sible overestimate of the finished figures at the
manufacturing stage. For perishable commodities
like stationery and paper products, it is impossible
to distinguish between sales to wholesalers and re-
tailers for their own use, and sales to them that are
destined for resale.
There is much less likelihood that the mark-ups
used contained an element of exaggeration, since
they were based largely on fairly comprehensive
data on operating expenses, and the profit ratios
added were quite moderate. The general character
of the wholesale mark-ups has already been dis-
cussed. The much more important retail mark-up
(Table 111—4) is 37.5 per cent of cost for all retail
trade in finished commodities, or 27.3 per cent of
the value of sales. This mark-up is based on op-
erating expenses as reported in the Census of Re-
tail Distribution, plus a profit ratio taken from
the reports of retail trade corporations. This gen-
eral profit ratio amounted in 1929 to 1.6 per cent
of total and was varied from one com-
modity group to another on the basis of sample
studies of net profit rates for various branches of
trade. It is doubtful that any element of exagger-
ation crept into the profit ratios thus allowed. But
there may have been some overestimate of retail
expense ratios in the Census for 1929, because of
the method of computing proprietors' compen-
sation, an item included among operating ex-
penses. However, the total item was 1,823 million
dollars for all retail trade, and, excluding the
largely unfinished groups listed above, 1,673 mil-
lion. Moreover, transportation charges were, per-
haps, underestimated in the calculations based on
the mark-up
The final conclusion of this tentative analysis
is that, of the discrepancy of some 8 billion dollars
between retail sales as estimated by the mark-
up and the volume-of-sales methods, at least 5 bil-
lion dollars and perhaps somewhat more is fully
accounted for by differences in the scope of cover-
age and the difference between the universe sur-
18SeeNational Income, 1929—1932, pp. 223—4. The profitfigure
usedwasexclusiveof exempt interest receipts and dividends
from domestic corporations, and after payment of taxes.
14Also,the elimination of duplicated sales in wholesale trade
served to reduce the mark.up estimate, since it took no cog.
of wholesalers who sell to other wholesalers.
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veyed by the Census in 1930 and that in existence
during 1929. Hence, the possible understatement
in the Census of Retail Distribution of sales in
1929 by the retail units operating at the time of
census-taking in 1930 was certainly not much in
excess of 2 billion dollars, and quite probably con-
siderably less. Inasmuch as the totals are about 40
billion dollars, such understatement, if present,
does not seem excessive. On the other hand, the
possible element of exaggeration in the estimate
based on the mark-up method is not over 2 billion
dollars, and is probably considerably less. Since
we derived the latter total to measure the magni-
tude of the retail spread in 1929; since all evidence
indicates that the exaggeration, if present, is not
more than between 2 to 4 per cent Of it; and since
there is no way of estimating the spread more ex-
actly we have decided to. retain the totals in col-
umn 8. As measures of retail sales, these estimates
are somewhat too large, if oniy by the 200 million
dollars of the retail value of increase in invento-
ries; but no adjustment for the latter is needed if
they are to be used to derive the retail spread. For
this purpose, they should perhaps be scaled down
by some fraction of the retail value of direct sales
by farmers to consumers, since prices charged by
farmers in direct sales are perhaps below the retail
prices charged in stores. But the amount is rather
insignificant as compared with the totals; and since
no exact basis for' this reduction could be found,
it was thought permissible to let the totals stand
as they appear now in Table 111—4.
5 CONCLUSION
If the estimates as they appear in column 8 of
Table 111—4 are accepted, with the qualification
that they perhaps exaggerate somewhat the retail
value of the finished commodities whose cost to
retailers is given in column 2, then the way is open
to calculating the value of the total flow of finished
commodities to ultimate consumers, at the cost
to them. The value to consumers of the finished
commodities sold by their prOducers or imported
in 1929, destined for domestic consumption, was
56 billion dollars; of these, 48 billion represented
the part flowing to ultimate consumers from retail
trade, 2.4 billion the part flowing to ultimate con-
sumers directly from wholesalers, and 4.8 billion
the part flowing to ultimate consumers directly
from producers. This apportionment of the total
value varies from one major commodity class to
another, but the differences have already been dis
cussed.
Table 111—5 summarizes the results of the anal
ysis in Part III, showing the relative rnagnitud
of the total spread between producers' sales o
cOmmodities destined for domestic consumptiol
and their value at the cost to consumers. Column
2 and 3 indicate also the method used to obtain th
wholesale and retail values, respectively; column
8, 9, and 10 indicate how the total spread, expresse
in percentages of the final values, is apportione
among the separable transportation charges am
the margins in wholesale and retail trade, respec
tively.
Of the total value, at the cost to ultimate con
sumers, 56 billion dollars, fully 34 per cent is ac
counted for, by transportation and distributiv
charges. In other words, to the value of the corn
modities, in producers' prices, 37.1 billion dollars
over half is added to cover the cost of transporta
tion and distribution. Of the gross margin of th4
final value, 34 per cent, about one-tenth is repre
seated by the separable transportation charges
although this obviously underestimates the 'rela
tive cost of total transportation, as distinct fron
the cost of distribution proper. About 6 per ceii
Of final values, or one-sixth of the total spread, I
represented by the distributive charges of whole
sale trade. The remainder, about 24 per cent ol
final values, or over two-thirds of the total spread
is accounted for by the distributive charges of re•
tail trade.
The total percentage spread and its apportion.
rnent vary significantly from one major commodit)
class to another. In producers' durable commodi
ties the total gross margin is less than half of thai
in the other three commodity classes. Both th
separable transportation charges and the margim
in ivholesale trade, when expressed as percent
ages of final values, are highest for
in the perishable class. The margins in retail trade
when expressed as percentages of final values, ar
highest in the semidurable class and lowest in th
producers' durable. And there are striking varia
tions in the total spread and in its apportionmen
among the minor commodity groups. For the lat
ter, however, the estimates in Table 111—5 and ir
most of the tables in Part III should be viewec
with great caution and always tested with refer
ence to the specific groupings and assumption
underlying their derivation.
[176]Table III—!
DISTRIBUTION OF SALES BY PRODUCERS OF FINISHED
PRODUCTS
MINOR COMMODITY GROUPS, 1929
This table the volume of sales in 1929, inclusive and exclusive of trans-
portation charges, by producers of finished commodities to wholesalers, re-
tailers and direct to ultimate consumers. The basis For estimating the distri-
bution of sales is described in Notes A and B following the table; additional
comments are presented in the Preface to Part III, Section 1. The basic data
for estimating transportation charges are provided in Table IV—1.
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Note A to Table 111—1
INDUSTRIES OR PARTS OF INDUSTRIES IN WHICH INDUSTRIAL SALES WERE ASSUMED TO REPRESENT
SALES TO ULTIMATE CONSUMERS
MINOR
COMMODITY
GROUP
MINOR
COMMODITY INDUSTRY OR PART
C.ROUL'
Note B to Table JII—l
INDUSTRIES AND COMMODITIES IN WHICH THE DISTRIBUTION OF SALES
WAS ESTIMATED OR BASED ON UNPUBLISHED DATA
M INOR
COMMODITY
CR0 UP
119Ice, mfd.
INDUSTRY NUMBER
AND
COMMODITY BASIS OF ESTIMATE
Unpublished Census data. Ratios verified by correspondence
with the National Association of Ice Manufacturers
Fruits and
vegetables
Dairy products
Poultry and eggs
2
S
312Matches, books
1103Razor blades
1645Sanitary napkins, dressings, bandages, etc.
601Akohol, ethyl, and distilled liquors
802Bathing caps, druggists' and medical sun-
dries, rubber gloves
Sales ratios for entire industry
Sales ratios for Industry 628, Perfumes, cosmetics, and other
toilet preparations
Sales ratios for entire industry
Unpublished Census data
Sales ratios for rubber gloves
[180]
INDUSTRY OR PART
101 Beverages, 102 Bread and other bakery prod-
ucts, 104, 105 Canning and preserving; 106 Cereal
preparations, 108 Chewing gum. 112 Confectionery,
and 118 Ice cream
2 1608Cigars andcigarettes,and1647Tobacco,
chewing and 'smoking. and snuff
3 611 Druggists' preparations,1 627 Patent or pro-
prietary medicines and cornpounds,1 802 Rubber
gloves,' and 1645 Surgical and orthopedic appli-
ances, incL artificial limbs
4 509 Printing and publishing: music
7 221 Flags and banners, 226 Handkerchiefs, 242 Re-
galia, badges, and emblems, 908 Pocketbooks, purses
and cardcases, 1609 Combs and hairpins not made
from metal or rubber, and 1649 Umbrellas, para-
sols and canes
9 208 Clothing (except work clothing), men's, youths'
and boys', n.e.c., 211 Clothing, work. .men's, 223
Furnishing goods, men's,n.e.c.,224 Gloves and
mittens, cloth..,, 228 Hats and caps, except felt'
and straw, men's, 234 Knit goods:hosiery, knit
underwear, and knit outerwear, 243Shirts,905
Gloves and mittens, leather, and 906 Belts
l0a 210 Clothing, women's, n.e.c., 215 Corsets and allied
garments, 224 Gloves and mittens, cloth..,234
Knit goods: hosiery, knit underwear and knit out-
erwear, and 905 Gloves and mittens, leather
11 904 Boots and shoes, other than rubber
12 232House-furnishing goods,n.e.c.,249 Woolen
goods: blankets, and 318 Window and door screens
13 302 Billiard and pool tables. .-, 615Fireworks, 909
Saddlery and harness, 1106 Firearms,1403, 1648
Children'scarriages andsleds,and toys, games
-..' and1642 Sporting and athletic goods
17 1315 Washing machines, wringers. -
18 202, 237 Asphalted-felt-base floor covering and lino-
leum, 206 Carpets and rugs,rag,207 Carpets and
rugs, wool, and 232 House-furnishing goods, n.e.c.
19 320 Woodenware,1017 Redearthenware,1017
White ware..., 1219 Stamped household ware, and
1219 Vitreous enameled ware
20 1207 Electric residence fixtures and 1303 Domestic
apparatus and appliances
21 1303 Radio receiving sets
22 1628 Musical instruments and parts and materials,
n.e.c,,l 1629 Organs, and 1630 Pianos
23 1202Clocks,clock movements and parts,l1215
Plated ware, and 1214 Silversrnithing and silver
ware
25 910 Trunks, suitcases, and bags
28 1409 Motorcycles, bicycles and parts 1
30 1645 Surgical and orthopedic appliances md. arti-
ficial limbs
51 1014 Monuments, tombstones, and other articles
for cemetery use
1Intheseindustriesallsalesto industrial consumers in excess of
the total value of unfinished as previously estimated for the industries
were assumed to represent sales to ultimate consumers (see Table 1—3).
Fish
Non-
manufac-
tured
All sales assumed to be through wholesalersTOTAL SPREAD IN 1929
MINOR INDUSTRY NUMBER
.OMMODITY AND
GROUP COMMODITY BASIS OF ESTIMATE
4504, 5,6, 8Greeting cards Same ratios as for Industry 1612, Greeting cards
508, 9, 10Printing and publishing: paper patternsSales ratios for Industry 508, Book printing and publishing
510Printing and publishing: newspapers andIt was assumed that all tn-weekly, bi-weekly and weekly news-
periodicals papers were sold on a subscription basis, i.e., direct to consumers.
The total circulation of such newspapers (reported in the Census
of Manufactures) was multiplied by an approximate price of 5
cents. This subscription estimate was then subtracted from the
total, and the remainder (sales of daily newspapers) assumed to
be sold to retailers. Although some sales of daily papers are un-
doubtedly direct to consumers, there was no satisfactory method
of estimating the amount
1612Greeting cards Sales ratios for the entire industry with industrial sales assumed
to be sales to ultimate consumers
802Erasers and rubber baftds Sales ratios for Industry 1643, Stationery goods, n.e.c.
802Rubber cement Sales ratios for Industry 621, Mucilage, paste, etc.
1633Pencils, lead Sales ratios for Industry 1643, Stationery goods, n.e.c.
5a 311Firewood All sales assumed to be direct to consumers
312Matches, other than book Sales ratios for entire industry
703Coke Sales ratios for Industry 701, Fuel: briquettes andboulets
216Osnaburgs, sheetings, etc. Interplant transfers (obtained from unpublished Census data)
subtracted before the application of sales ratios
216Denims, napped fabrics, etc. Sales ratios for denims
216Print cloth, lawns, etc. Sales ratios for yard goods
216Thread and cotton yarns Interplant transfers (obtained from unpublished Census data)
subtracted before the application of sales ratios
216Plushes, velvets, etc. Sales ratios for cotton plushes
216Other cotton products Sales ratios for entire cotton goods industry
234Other knit goods Sales ratios for entire knit industry
235Lace goods (except Nottingham lace cur-Sales ratios for Industry 235, Levers laces
tains and nets)
249, 253Woolen and worsted woven goods Sales ratios for the industries recomputed after the subtraction
of yarns and waste, and blankets
249, 253Woolens and worsted yarns for sale Interplant transfers (obtained from unpublisied Census data)
subtracted before the application of sales ratios
802Hard-rubber goods (other than batterySales ratios for Industry 1609, Combs and hairpins not macic
jars, etc.) from metal or rubber
906Misc, leather products (except belts) Sales ratios for industry recomputed after subtraction of belts
1606Buttons Sales by types of buttons totaled and sales ratios computed
213Collars, men's Sales ratios for Industry 243, Shirts
224, 905Gloves and mittens, cloth and leather,Data for the' two industries combined and sales ratios computed
men's '
[181]PART III
BASIS OF £STIMATE
Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction
industrial sales (such sales being considered to represent
body sales)
Sales ratios for Industry 229, Hats, fur-felt
Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction
industrial sales
Data for the two industries combined and sales ratios compute
Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction
industrial sales
Sales ratios for Industry 229, Hats, fur-felt
Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction
industrial sales
Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction
industrial sales (such sales assumed to be sales of fur trimming
unfinished)
Sales ratios for entire industry
Sales ratios for Industry 232, House-furnishing goods, n.e.c.
MINOR INDUSTRY NUMBER
COMMODITY AND
GROUP COMMODITY
229Hats, fur-felt, men's
230Hats, wool-felt, men's
245Suspenders, garters, and hose supporters,
men's, am bands, and other elastic woven
goods
lOa 224,905Gloves and mittens, cloth and leather,
women's
229Hats, fur-felt, women's
230Hats, wool-felt, women's
245Garters and hose supporters, women's
lOb 1615Fur goods
11 802Rubber heels, soles and soling strips
12 216Blankets,towels,towelingand wash
cloths, bath mats, bedspreads and quilts,
cotton table damask, and sheets and pil-
low cases
218Dyeing and finishing textiles: sheets Unpublished Census data
232Misc, house-furnishing goods Sales ratios for entire industry
241Oilcloth Unpublished Census data
802Rubber garden hose and rubber mats
and matting
Sales ratios for entire industry with industrial sales assumed t
be sales to ultimate consumers,
1103Scissors and shears and pocket knives Sales ratios for Industry 1103, Pocket knives
1604Brooms: household, whisk, toy and hearthSales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction
industrial sales
1605Household brushes Sales ratios for industrial and household brushes with
salesassumed to represent sales to ultimate consumers
1612Lamp shades Sales ratios for entire industry with industrial sales assumed t
represent sa1es to ultimate consumers
13 •214Fish line Sales ratios for Industry 1642, Fishing apparatus, with industri
sales assumed to represent sales to ultimate consumers
1636Cameras Unpublished Census data
1636Photographic apparatus: film, slides..Sales ratios for 'all other ibdustries'
14 802Tire sundries and repair materials Sales ratios for entire industry
15 309Furniture, household Unpublished Census data
316Non-mechanical refrigerators
.
Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction
industrial sales
1403Baby carriages Sales ratios for furniture, household (see Industry 309 abov
[182]TOTAL SPREAD IN 1929
MINOR INDUSTRY NUMBER
COMMODITY AND
GROUP COMMODITY BASIS OF ESTIMATE
16 1119, 1121Steam and hot water heating apparatus 1)ata for boilers aiicl radiators combiiicd and sales ratios corn-
puted
1119,1121Stoves, ranges,etc. Datafor warm-air furnaces and fuel-oil burners subtractedfrom
total figures forstoves, ranges,furnaces and oilburners antisales
ratioscomputed fortheremainder
1119,1121Other heatingand cooking apparatus andSales ratios for stoves, ranges, etc. (see above)
supplies
1303Domestic electric ranges 2¼ kw. andSales ratios for all domestic electric apparatus and appliances
over, and water heaters, electric
17a 1303Vacuum cleaners Sales ratios for all domestic electric apparatus and appliances
1305Dishwashing machinery with industrial sales assumed to be sales to ultimate consumers
1312Sewing machines, household Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction of in-
(lustrial sales (such sales assumed to be industrial sewing ma-
chines)
18 216Cotton draperies )
216Rugs (except bath mats) Sales ratios for Industry 232, House-furnishing goods, n.e.c.
232Curtains and draperies - -
Salesratios for entire industry
232Feather pillows and beds
238Mats and matting Unpublished Census data
19 802Rubber jar rings Sales ratios for entire industry
1008Pressed and blown glassware (except con-Sales ratios recomputed after subtraction of data for bottles and
tainers) - containers,polished plate glass, milk bottles, obscured antI wire
glass, and window glass from totals for industry
100RFruit jars (homepack) Sales ratios recomputed for pressed and blown glassware alter
subtraction of industrial sales
1009Cut and decorated glassware Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction of in.
dustrial sales
1017Other, pottery products Sales ratios for Industry 1017, White ware
1103Table and kitchen cutlery Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction of data
for edge tools and pocket knives; industrial sales then treated as
sales to ultimate consumers
1103Razors, safety and other Sales ratios for pocket knives
1109 Vacuum bottles Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction of in-
dustrial sales
1201Aluminumware(principallycookingUnpublished Census data
utensils and household articles)
20 1119, 1121Portable ovens and steam tables Sales ratios for Industries 1119 and 1121, Stoves -. -Furnaces,re-
computed after subtraction of data for warm-air furnaces and
domestic fuel-oil burners; industrial sales then treated as sales
to ultimate consumers
1207Portable lamps .-., keroseneand gaso-Sales ratios for Industry 1207, Electric residence fixtures
line lighting equipment, and incandes-
cent mantles
1303Electric fans (domestic) and incandescent-Sales ratios for all domestic electrical apparatus and appliances
filament lamps for domestic use
1303Dry batteries Sales ratios for Industry 1803, Dry batteries and flashlight cases
recomputed after subtraction of industrial salesPART III
MINOR INDUSTRY NUMBER
COMMODITY AND
GROUP COMMODITY BASIS OF ESTIMATE
21 1303Combination phonographs and radios,Sales ratios for radio receiving sets
and transmitting sets
1303All radio parts and equipment Sales ratios for radio tubes
22 1627Perforated music rolls Sales ratios for Industry 1630, Pianos
23 Rhinestone ornaments Sales ratios for entire industry
26 1408Passenger cars and chassis Unpublished Census data
27 1001Asbestos brake lining and clutch facingsSales ratios for entire industry
1109Vehicle hardware other than locks Sales ratios for entire industry
1126Skid chains Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction of in-
dustrial sales
1201Aluminum motor-vehicle accessories andSales ratios for Industry 1219, Stamped automotive parts and
parts accessories
1303Automotive generators and starter-motorsSales ratios for 1407, Motor-vehicle bodies and parts
29 1410Pleasure-craft Unpublished Census data
80 1631Ophthalmic products Sales ratios for the industry recomputed after subtraction
dustrial sales
1645Artificial limbs and appliances Sales ratios for entire industry
51 1005Concrete monuments and grave markers,Sales ratios for Industry 1014, Monuments, tombstones, etc.
and burial vaults
32 1304Engines, turbines.-.(excepttraction) Sales ratios for entire industry
1309Pumps ..- (otherthan used on farms) Sales ratios for entire industry
- 1312Sewing machines: industrial types Sales ratios for Industry 1318, Textile machinery
1610Dairy, cheese-factory and butter-factorySales ratios for Industry 1305, Foundry and machine-shop prod.
machinery ucts, n.e.c., recomputed after subtraction of unfinished sales(as
determined from application of industry ratios to total of foun-
dry and machine-shop products mci. in the industrial machinery
group)
33 1303Generators.. ., motor-generatorsets and
dynamos, power transformers, stationary
motors, Ih.p. and over, industrial and
commercial apparatus, measuring instru-
ments and meters. .-, insulatedwire and
cable, rubber, paper. and cotton, over-Unpublished Census data
head trolley-line material, telephone and
telegraph apparatus, rectifying appara-
tus, other electrical machinery, apparatus
and supplies,lightning arrestors, and
choke coils, and wet primary batteries
1303Searchlights and floodlights Sales ratios for Industry 1219, Gas and electric fixtures
34a, c 251Horse blankets-.- UnpublishedCensus data
1112Horse and mule shoes-.. Salesratios for Industry 231, Horse blankets.
1125Forks, hoes, rakes.-. -
1127Barbed wire, poultry netting-.
1303Self-contained power and lighting out- Sales ratios for Industry 1301, Agricultural implements and part
fits not exceeding 5 kw.
1305 Lawn mowers
[184]TOTAL SPREAD IN 1929
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1309Farm pumps and parts Sales ratios for the industry recomputedaftersubtraction of data
for power pumps and gasoline pumps
1610Dairymen's, poultrymen's and apiarists'Data for the three types of supplies combined and sales ratios
supplies computed
34b 1304Tractors. . UnpublishedCensus data
35a 1303Commercial and industrial electric fans Sales ratios for Industry 1302, Cash registers and adding
machines
1305Addressing and mailing machines, check-Unpublished Census data
writing machines, and man ifolding ma-
chines
1311Scales and balances Unpublished Census data
1305Vending machines Unpublished Census data
35c 1640Signs and advertising novelties All sales assumed to be (lirect to
36 309Furniture and fixturesforoffices andSales ratios for Industry 309, Furniture: office
stores, and business furniture made in
other industries, and lockers
316Commercial refrigerators, non-mechanicalUnpublished Census data
1310Commercial refrigerators, mechanical Sales ratios for industry recomputed after subtraction of sales to
retailers and household consumers (such sales assumedto be
sales of domestic refrigerators)
37 1303Electric locomotives
1405Cars..andparts
}
Allsales except exports assumed to be direct to railroads
1406Locomotives ..andparts
1411Ships and boats All sales assumed to be direct to
1408Government vehicles, public conveyances,Unpublished Census data
commercial vehicles, trailers, and com-
mercial and bus chassis
1401Aircraft, heavier than air,parachutes,Sales ratios for entire industry
propellers and other aeronautical prod.
ucts, and parts and engines for sale as such
1009Scientific glass apparatus
1303Laboratory testing and scientific
}
Salesratios for Industry 1620, Instruments, professional and
scientific instruments
4
1303Eletrotherapeutic and electromedical ap-Unpublished Census data
paratus
1620Instruments, professional and scientificSales ratios for entire industry; value of unfinished derived
from unpublished Census data
1631Optical instruments and parts and otherSales ratios for entire industry
optical goods
42 1125Tools (excl. farm tools) Sales ratios for entire industry
314 Wooden tanks and Vats Sales ratios for Industry 1120, Steel barrels, kegs, and drums
1008Beverage containers, pressure ware Sales ratios for Industry 1008, Bottles and containers
1123Ice-cream cans and milk cans Sales ratios for Industry 1008, Milk bottles
44 214Rope, cable, and cordage Sales ratios for entire industry
802Fire hose Sales ratios for Industry 1206, Fire extinguishers, chemical
[185]MINOR
COMMODITY
GROUP
1011Grindstones
1012Hones, whetstones
PART III
INDUSTRY NUMBER
AND
COMMODITY
1006CrUcibles
1011Chemicalstoneware and porcelain
1017Saggers
1103
1109
1604
1696
Other cutlery
Padlocks
Industrial brooms
Misc, photographic equipment
BASIS OF ESTIMATE
Sales ratios for Industry 1004, Clay products: fire brick
Sales ratios for Industry 1007, Emery wheels and other abrasi
f
appliances
Sales ratios for Industry 1103, Edge tools
Sales ratios for entire industry
Sales ratios for Industry 901, Belting, leather
Unpublished Census data
[186]Table 111—2
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF FINISHED COMMODITIES,
MINOR COMMODITY GROUPS, 1929
This table provides the list of specific commodities included under each
minor commodity group. Unlike the values in Table 11—4, the export values
here are at export prices as given in the annual Department of Commerce
reports, Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.PART III
Table 111—2
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF FINISHED COMMODITIES
IMPORTS
(thousands of dollars)
1Food and Kindred Products
The actual total was $360,262 thousand; from this total, however, the
antount used in manufacturing (unfinished) had to be removed. Such an
estimate, $122,719 thousand, was obtained from Table 23 of Ma.tiriais
Used in Manufactures, 1929 (Department of Commerce, Bureau of the
Census, Washington, 1933).
£Xl'ORTS
Meat products (except sausage casings); lard and substitu
oleomargarine . ;dairy products; fish; other edible anii
products;grainpreparations;vegetables and preparatic
fruits and nuts; vegetable oils and fats, edible (except cott
seed oil); cocoa and coffee (except green coffee); spices, su
and related products; beverages; baking powder; salt;cc
starch and corn flour
2Cigars, Cigarettes and Tobacco
Dollar volume: 8,95619,495
Commodity coverage:
Tobacco manufactures; matches in books or folders. .;and'robacco manufactures
pipes and smokers' articles
Dollar volume: 16,482
-66,108
Commodity coverage:
Safety-razor blades; druggists' sundries of rubber and gutta-
percha; coal -tar medicinals; medicinal and pharmaceutical prep-
arations; epsom salts; mineral oil medicinal; hydrogen peroxide
or dioxide; chemicals, drugs, and similar substances in capsules,
pills, tablets...;and soap and toilet preparations (except per.
fume materials, not mixed or compounded)
Finished coal-tar products; medicinal and pharmaceutical pi
arations(except biologics for animal use... andveterir
preparations); household insecticides, disinfectants, deodor;
petroleum jelly; polishes; other industrial chemical
cialties; hydrogen peroxide or dioxide; sal soda; sodium bi
bonate; soap and toilet preparations; safety-razor blades;
sorbent cotton, gauze, and sterilized bandages; rubber w;
bottles and rubber gloves; other drugg
rubber sundries, and bathing caps
4Magazines, Newspapers, Stationery and Supplies and Miscellaneous Paper Products
Dollar volume: 5,25738,212
Commodity coverage:
Writing, letter, note, drawing and similar paper weighing 7 lbs.
or over per ream; albums, photographs, autographs, etc.; en-
writing,letter,note,etc.;masksof paper .
newspapersand periodicals unbound; maps, charts, blank and
slate books; playing cards; fashion magazines or periodicals;
greeting cards; post cards; pencils; and pens and penholders
Surface-coated paper; tissue and crepe paper; toilet paper; p;
towels and napkins; filing folders, index cards. ;papete:
other writing paper; paper bags; boxes and cartons; envelo
cash-register and adding-machine paper; other paper and p;
products; rubber bands and erasers; pencils and pens; wri
ink; paste.and mucilage; other office supplies; and books, m
pictures, and other printed matter (except books and pamph
5aFuel and -Lighting Products, Manufactured and Petroleum Products
Dollar volume: 5,92687,459
Commodity coverage:
Firewood; matches; briquets and other composition coals forMatches; candles; and kerosene
fuel; candles; and illuminating oil
Dollar volume: 1535,376
Commodity coverage:
Meat products (except sausage casings); animal oils and fats,
edible; dairy products; fish; eggs of poultry, other edible animal
products; grain preparations; vegetables and preparations; fruits
and nuts; vegetable oils and fats, edible; cocoa, coffee and tea (ex-
cept cocoa beans and green coffee); spices. sugar and related prod-
ucts; beverages; and salt in bags, sacks, barrels, or other pack-
ages
3Drug, Toilet and Household PreparationsIMPORTS
TOTAL SPREAD IN 19.29
5bCoal
no correction necessary
6aCaskets and Collins
none
7Dry Goods and Notions
EXPORTS
Dollar volume: 66,055 2112,970
Commodity coverage:
Finished commodities:
Handkerchiefs and mufflers (cotton); handkerchiefs of vegetable
fiber other than cotton; umbrellas; silk handkerchiefs and inuf-
flers; bone combs of horn; hard-rubber combs; and combs, py-
roxylin
Mixed commodities:
Cotton sewing thread; crochet, darning, embroidery and knitting
cotton; cotton cloth; velvets and velveteens; other plushes and
corduroys; plush and velvet ribbons; laces, embroideries, etc. (ex-
cept curtains); cotton bandings and bindings; fabrics and fast
edges; cords and tassels; braids of cotton; lacings, boot, shoe and
corset; mop cloths, dust and polishing cloths; knit fabrics in the
piece, of vegetable fiber; other articles and manufactures of cot-
ton, n.s.p.f.; flax, hemp, etc., woven fabrics (except table damask
and table cloths); laces, embroideries, etc., of vegetable fiber (ex-
cept cotton); woven articles and manufactures of flax, n.s.p.f.;
braids...ofvegetable fiber(except cotton); yarns of wool;
wool fabrics; wool laces and lace articles; manufactures of wool,
n.s.p.f.; hair manufactures; fabrics of silk; silk ribbons, bandings,
etc.; silk laces, embroideries, etc.; sewing silk; silk knit fabrics in
the piece; other manufactures of silk; rayon braids; rayon woven
fabrics; knit fabrics; laces; embroideries; knit goods; plushes;
velvets; ribbons; etc.; artificial or imitation horsehair (inpy-
roxylin), braids, knit goods, ribbons, etc.; visca,
cellophane and other cellulose braids, knit goods, ribbons, etc.;
artificial and ornamental flowers, etc.; artificial flowers of yarns,
thread; needles; buttons; beads and bead ornaments; pins; and
hooks and eyes
2Theactual value of finished was $17,100 thousand; that of mixed,
$195,820 thousand.On the basis of the approximate breakdown aS the
manufacturing stage of the mixed portions of this group, only 25 per cent
of the mixed total was treated as finished, i.e., $48,955 thousand.
Feathers, dressed and mirs. thereof; pocketbooks, handbags, cig-
arette and key cases; cotton carded yarn, not combed; cotton
combed yarn; cotton sewing thread; crochet, darning and em-
broidery cotton; cotton cloth, unbleached (gray); cotton cloth,
bleached; cotton cloth, colored; cotton fabrics, sold by the
pound; cotton handkerchiefs; cotton laces, embroideries, etc.;
other cotton mirs.; wool yarns; wool cloth and dress goods;
mohair cloth; other wool fabrics; hair rnfrs.; sewing, embroidery
and crochet silk;fabrics, wholly or chiefly silk; embroidery,
crochet and knitting thread, rayon; tapestry and drapery
rics, rayon; woven and knit dress and piece goods, rayon; rib-
hotis, braids, etc., rayon; hat trimmings; artificial flowers, etc.;
other textile manufactures; umbrellas and parasols; needles,
hand and machine; buttons; and notions
9Clothing and Furnishings, Men's and Boys' S
Dollar volume: 20,26126,793
Commodity coverage:
Leather gloves, men's; cotton hosiery (20%); cotton underwear
and wearing apparel, n.s.p.f. (50%); men's shirts, cotton; collars
and cuffs, cotton; other cotton clothing (50%);garters,suspend-
ers and braces (70%); wool hose and half hose; wool knit under-
wear and outerweaf (50%); wool-felt hats (60%); other wool
clothing and wearing apparel (50%); men's silk shirts and col-
lars; hats of straw (products of Philippine Islands straw etc.);
blocked or trimmed hats; hats of ramie hat braids; paper imi-
tation panama hats; sewed straw hats(men's); harvest hats;
and fur-felt hats for men
Men's socks, cotton; collars and cuffs; cotton overalls,
and pants; shirts; overcoats, suits and pants; men's socks, silk;
men's socks, rayon; men's and boys' fur-felt hats and caps; sus-
penders and braces; underwear, cotton (50%); cotton sweaters,
shawls, etc. (50%); other cotton clothing (50%); wool knit goods
(50%);terproofed outer garments (50%); pajamas, night-
shirts and gowns (50%); hats of straw, palm leaf, etc.(50%);
wool-felt hats (60%); garters and arm bands (50%); and leather
gloves (50%)
lOaClothing, Women's, Misses' and Children's 3
Dollarvolume: 69,23014,913
Commodity coverage:
Leather gloves, women's and children's; cotton gloves; cotton
hosiery (80%); wearing apparel, cotton, of lace; cotton under-
wear and wearing apparel, n.s.p.f.(50%); wearing apparel of
cotton, embroidered, tamboured, etc.;corsets and brassieres;
other cotton clothing, etc. (50%); cotton wearing apparel, prod.
Cotton gloves, hosiery, women's and children's; underwear (50%);
sweaters, shawls, etc. (50%); dresses, skirts andwaists;other cot-
ton clothing (50%); wool knit goods (50%); women's and dill-
dren's wool clothing; silk wearing apparel (except mcii's socks);
rayon women's and children's hosiery; rayon knit underwear;
none
The percentages in parentheses following certain commodities in Minor Groups 9 and lOa are rough apportionments between men's and women's
wear based on approximate production ratios.
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IMPORTS
uct of Philippine Islands; garters, suspenders and braces (30%);
flax, hemp, etc., corsets and brassieres, and other wearing ap-
parel; wool gloves and mittens; wool knit underwear and outer-
wear (50%); wool-felt hats(40%); other wool clothing and
wearingapparel (50%); silk wearing apparel (except men's shirts
and collars); sewed straw hats (except men's); fur-felt hats for
women and children
EXPORTS
waterproofed outer garments(50%); corsets, brassieres, and
girdles; pajamas, nightshirts and gowns (50%); hats of straw,
palmleaf, etc.(50%); wool-felt hats (40%); garters and arm
bands (50%); and leather gloves (50%)
lObFurs and Fur Goods
Dollar volume: 952835
Coin modi ty coverage:
Manufactures of fur (except cut fur for hatters' use, and platesFur wearing apparel; and other fur manufactures
and mats)
11Shoes and Other Footwear
Dollar volume: 26,2638,029
Commodity coverage:
Brooms; cotton table damask and manufactures; cotton blankets;
table and bureau covers, etc.; jacquard woven blankets; quilts or
bedspreads; mop cloths, etc.; sheets and pillowcases; towels, not
terry wovçn; flax, hemp, etc., table damasks and
of; table cloths and napkins in sets; towels and napkins; sheets
and pillowcases; wool blankets, automobile robes, etc.; wool
screens, hassocks, etc.; oilcloth, except for floors; window hol-
lands; picture frames; porch and window blinds, shades or
screens of bamboo, etc; mirrors, n.s.pf.; scissors, shears, etc.;
sculptures, statuary and copies, replicas, etc.; pen, pocket knives,
etc. (conipletely finished): and brushes
Brooms; cotton quilts, comforts, counterpanes, etc; cotton bed
sheets, etc.; cotton towels, bath mats and wash cloths; cotton
blankets; cotton damnasks; oilcloth; scissors and shears; pyroxy-
liii manufactures; and brushes
13Toys, Games and Sporting Goods
Dollar volume: 22,78934,714
Commodity coverage:
Harness, saddles and saddler)'; swords, sword blades and side
arms; toys, athletic and sporting gOods; pistols; rifles; shot-guns;
air rifles; cameras; sensitized films-.- in....wide;dry
plates; photographic paper; and firecrackers and other fireworks
Leather harness and saddles; rubber toys, balls and balloons;
boat oars and paddles; other cameras; stereopticons, magic lan-
terns, etc.; parts of cameras, except lenses; other sensitized films,
not exposed; dry plates; photographic paper; other photographic
apparatus and supplies; toys, athletic and sporting goods; fire-
arms and ammunition; and billiard tables and accessories
14Tires and Tubes
15Household Furniture
Dollar volume: 7,4308,232
Commodity coverage:
Furniture of rattan, reed, grass, osier and willow; and house orFurniture of wood, chairs; other wood, willow and wicker furni-
cabinet furniture, wood ture; metal beds and bed springs; other metal furniture; and
refrigerators, non-mechanical
16Stoves, Ranges and Water Heaters
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
none5,975
Coal and wood cooking stoves and ranges; stoves and
warm-air furnaces; gas stoves, ranges and water heaters; kerosene
cooking stoves gasoline cooking stoves and ranges;
house-heating boilers and radiators; oil burners and parts; and
electric cooking ranges
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Dollar volume: 18,46725,010
Commodity coverage:
Leather footwear Leather l)oots and shoes: and rubber footwear
12Miscellaneous House Furnishings -
Dollar volume: 11040,765
Commodity coverage:
Rubber tires, automobile, motorcycle and bicycle
Automobile casings; automobile inner tubes; other casings and
tubes; solid tires; tire sundries and repair materialsTOTAL SPREAD IN 1929
ollar volume:
IMPORTS
ommodity coverage:
ewing machines (valued not over $75.00)
17aWashing Machines, Sewing Machines, etc.
35910,057
EXPORTS
Electric household washing machines; vacuum cleaners; other
motor-driven hoLisehold devices; and sewing machines for do-
mestic use
17bDomestic Refrigerators, Mechanical
ollar volume:
ommodi ty coverage:
none9,945
Refrigeration sets up to 1/4 ton capacity
ommódity coverage:
otton tapestries; cotton lace window curtains; cotton carpets,
mats and rugs; 'hit and miss' rag rugs; jute carpets,
Irpeting; carpets, carpeting, etc. of flax or hemp; fiber floor coy-
rings; carpets, carpeting, etc. of wool; linoleum; and floor oil-
oth
ommodity coverage:
lass products: table and kitchen articles and utensils; glass-
are, cut, engraved, ornamented or decorated; Christmas tree
rnaments: bulbs for electric lamps; illuminating glassware;
and porcelain table, toilet and kitchen ware; earthen,
rockery and stoneware, table, toilet or kitchen ware; common
dlow, brown stoneware decorated manufactures; Rock-
earthen ware; thermostatic bottles; table, kitchen and
utchers' cutlery with handles; safety and other; table,
ousehold...utensils,and hollowware, iron and steel, n.s.p.f.;
tble, household ... aluminum;table, household ... copper;
thie, household --. brass;and spring clothespins
Carpets and rugs of wool; linoleum; felt base floor coverings;
mattresses, cotton, kapok, moss and hair; tapestry and drapery
fabrics, rayon; and cotton tapestries and other upholstery goods
Table glassware, plain; table and other glassware, cut or en-
graved; china and porcelain ware, table, toilet and kitchen ware;
lamp chimneys and lantern globes; globes and shades for light-
ing fixtures; woodenware; kitchen and table cutlery; razors,
safety; aluminum table, kitchen and hospital utensils; and enam-
eled household ware
20Portable Household Electrical Appliances and Other Supplies
22Musical Instruments
ollar volume: 5,80218,931
ommodity coverage:
ianos and organs (except parts); phonographs, graphophones,Musical instruments
Lc.; needles for same; records; band instruments; violins, violas,
tc.(assembled), pitch pipes, tuning forks, etc.; tuning pins;
nd musical instruments..- andaccessories, n.s.p.f.
23Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks and Watches
ollar volume: 120,1827,466
ommodity coverage:
recious stones, pearls and imitations (except diamonds for
laziers, etc.); pewter manufactures, jewelry, valued above
er dozen pieces; metal articles and parts for wearing on or
bouttheperson -..(exceptstampings, etc. and parts); plated
'are except cutlery and jewelry; gold mfrs., n.s.p.f.; sterling-
iver tableware; silver manufactures, n .s.p.f.;gold-lacquered
rticles; clocks, except cases and parts; watches, except cases,
arts and dials; and recorders, except parts and materials
Precious stones, mci. pearls; jewelry;sil tableware;
other silver-plated ware; gold-plated articles; gold manufactures,
n.e.s.; silver manufactures, ii.e.s.; and clocks and watches (except
parts reported separately)
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18House Furnishings (durable)
ollar volume: 45,0754,186
19China and Household Utensils
ollar volume: 84,4725,654
ollar volume: 1,62411,248
ommodity coverage:
lectric lamps (except neon, mercury and medical); table, house-Other dry batteries; electric fans; electric lamps (except search-
old...utensils,containing electrical heating elements; andlights) electric flatirons; other domestic heating and cooking de-
iantles, incandescent vices; and lamps and illuminating devices except electric
21 Radio Apparatus and Equipment.
ollar volume: 17627,620
ommodity coverage:
,adio apparatus and parts Radio B and C batteries(dry); flashlight batteries; and radio
apparatusPART III
Dollar volume: 2,33613,607
Commodity coverage:
Books and pamphlets printed wholly or chiefly in
other than English; bibles; books, pamphlets and
raised print, for the blind
25Luggage
Dollar volume: 6,126827
coverage:
Leather bags, baskets, belts, satchels, etc.; and leather bags, bas-Leather traveling bags and suit cases
kets...furnished
26Passenger Cars
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
Automobiles chassis
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
Motorcycles and bicycles
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
Motor boats
1,505234,292
Passenger cars and chassis
27Auto-parts and Accessories
no correction necessary
28Motorcycles, Bicycles and Accessories
574,983
Bicycles, motorcycles and parts
29Pleasure-craft
3031,182
Motor boats with engines installed
30Ophthalmic Products and Surgical and Orthopedic Appliances
Dollar volume: 2332,057
Commodity coverage:
Spectacles, eyeglasses, goggles, and frames; and lenses...forSpectacles, eyeglasses, lenses and frames; lenses not fitted to ix
spectacles struments; and surgical artificial limbs, etc.
31Monuments and Tombstones
Dollar volume: nonenone
Commodity coverage:
Twist drills, learners, cutters, etc.; and industrial, office and
printing machinery (cxci. locomotives, marine, automobile, and
airship engines and repairs, sewing machines (under $75), anti-
friction bearings, typewriters and parts, cash registers and parts,
lawn mowers, calendar rolls, and combined adding and typewrit-
ing machines)
Commodity coverage:
Electrical machinery and apparatus (cxci. electric lamps, fans
and blowers, table and householdutensils, therapeutic appara-
tus, radio apparatus, spark plugs and batteries); telegraph, tele-
phone and other insulated wire; and submarine cable
Industrial machinery (cxci. locomotives and parts, boilers an
steam specialties, condensers, heaters and accessories, gasoiin
locomotives, marine engines, elevators, domestic sewing
chines, refrigerating equipment, and ball and roller
printing machinery; pumps for gasoline and oil; and portabl
electric tools
Electrical machinery and apparatus (excl.batteries, motoi
under 1 h.p., railway motors, locomotives, portable electric tool
all electrical appliances, except industrial furnaces and oven
radio apparatus and other electric apparatus); insulated iron c
steel wire and cable; insulated copper wire and cable
IMPORTS EXPORTS
24Printing and Publishing: Books
languagesBooks and pamphlets
music, in
32Industrial Machinery and Equipment
Dollar volume: 28,849261,243
33Electrical Appliances, Industrial and Commercial
Dollar volume: 1,57946,982
Dollar volume:
34a, cFarm Machidery and Equipment and Business Wagons
9,98971,708
Commodity coverage:
Barbed wire; shovels, spades, scoops, etc., scythes, sickles, etc.;Agricultural machinery and implements (except tractors); barbe
[192]TOTAL SPREAD IN 1929
iMPORTS' EXPORTS
horse, mule orshoes; and agricultural machinery and im-wire and woven wire fencing; horseshoes; hand hoes and rakes;
plements shovels and spades; wagons and drays; wheelbarrows; and push-
carts and hand trucks
34bTractors and Tractor Engines
Ddllar volume:
Commodity coverage:
none62,058
Tractors
35aOffice and Store Equipment
Dollar volume: 15956,292
Commodity coverage: S
Typewritersand parts; cash registers and parts; and combinedOffice appliances; scales and balances; and coin-operated scales
adding and typewriting machinçs
35bVending Machines
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
Dollar volume:
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
Dollar volume:
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
Airplanes and hydroplanes, and parts
Dollar volume:
nonenone
35dSoda-water Apparatus
none619
Soda-fountain equipment
35eTheatrical Scenery
nonenone
36Office and Store Furniture and Fixtures
none9,132
Commodity coverage:
Glass articles and utensils for chemical, scientific - purposes;
therapeutic apparatus and x-ray machines; optical goods (except
spectacles -. andlenses for spectacles); dental and surgical
instruments; and philosophical, scientific and laboratory instru-
ments -
Office furniture, wood: store fixtures, wood: school and church
furniture, wood; filing cases, metal; sales and cabinets; bank and
safety-deposit vaults; other office furniture and fixtures, metal;
and commercial refrigerators (all over 1/4 ton capacity)
Electric trucks and passenger cars; motor trucks, busses, and
chassis; trailers; and automotive fire engines
Chemical glassware; electrical therapeutic apparatus, x-ray ma-
chines, etc.; other optical goods; dental instruments and sup-
plies; teeth; dental office equipment; surgical and medical in-
struments; surveying and engineers' instruments; and other
scientific...apparatus
[193]
none381
Vending machines
35cSigns
Dollar volume:
Dollar volume:
Commodity coverage:
37Locomotives and Railroad Cars
none23,672
Electric locomotives; locomotives; locomotive parts and acces-
sories; railway cars (excl. air-brake equipment)
38Ships and Boats
none,none
39Business Motor Vehicles
none112,306
40Aircraft
1,8159,126
Airplanes, seaplanes, and other aircraft; engines for aircraft; and
parts, excl. tires S
41Professional and Scientific Equipment
6,55712,562IMPORTS
PART III
42Carpenters' and Tools
Dollar volume: 2,470none
Commodity coverage:
Baskets; and steel tanks, drums, etc.
Dollar volume: 8,6928,297
EXPORTS
Commodity coverage:
Cordage, md. cables tarred or untarred; grindstones, hones,
whetstones, etc; wheels,files and other mfrs. of emery and
corundum; print rollers and blocks ;cnlcil)les, graphite;
chemical porcelain ware; chemical stoneware; gill nettings, nets,
webs and seines; nets for other trawl fishing; padlocks; paint
brushes; pruning andsheepshears . ;clippers, nail, barbers'
and animal; table, kitchen and butchers' cutlery(handles 4
inches or over, or blades 6 inches or over); hunting, curriers',
farriers'. knives;cuticle and corn knives . ;and planing-
machine, tannery .knives
Cordage, except of cotton and jute;leather belting;grind-
stones; other natural abrasives, hones and whetstones; chemical
fire extinguishers (hand); other cutlery and parts; motion-pic-
ttire cameras and projectors; crucibles, clay and graphite; pad-
locks; wheels of emery and corundum; paint brushes
Dollar volume: 1,70117,183
Commodity coverage:
Tools Tools (except hand hoes and and shovels and spades)
43Durable Containers
44Miscellaneous Subsidiary Durable Equipment
.[194]Table 111—3
FINISHED PRODUCTS IN WHOLESALE TRADE,
MINOR COMMODITY GROUPS, 1929
This table shows the cost to wholesalers of finished commodities purchased
in 1929 (including transportation charges and imports), sales by wholesalers
(estimated by the volume of sales and the mark-up methods), and the dis-
tribution of sales among exports, sales to ultimate consumers and sales to
retailers. The steps in estimating wholesale sales by the volume of sales
method and in determining the distribution of sales are described in Note
A. The derivation of 'the wholesale margins used in the mark-up method
is shown in Note B.
Comments on this table will be found in the Preface to Part III, Section 2.T
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0PART III
Note A to Table 111—3
DERIVATION OF WHOLESALERS' SALES BY MINOR COMMODITY GROUPS
This derivation involved the following steps:
a.The commodity sales data reported in Table 13 of the
U. S. Summary of Wholesale Distribution were arranged in
groups most comparable with our minor commodity groups:
1 Bakery products (cakes, biscuits, crackers, etc.)
Canned goods (food products)
Confectionery and soft drinks
Dairy products and eggs
Fish and sea foods, fresh and processed
Food products n.c.e.
Fruits and vegetables, fresh and dried
Groceries
Meats and meat products, fresh and cured
2 Cigars, cigarettes and tobacco (except leaf)
3 Drugs and drug sundries
Soaps and toilet preparations
4 Paper products
Stationery and stationery supplies
5aIt was not possible to make use of the petroleum and
petroleum products division as reported owing to the difficulty
of distinguishing between sales of petroleum products for pas-
senger-car use and for commercial-vehicle use.
SbBecause of the method of estimating used above (see
Table lI—I, (d) and (e)) no distribution of sales was needed for
coal. Thus no attempt was made to adjust the coal and coke data
reported in Table 13.
7 Dry goods n.c.e.
Notions and dry goods, small wares
Piece goods, all kinds
Textile products n.c.e.
Yarns
Clothing and furnishings, men's and boys'
Clothing, women's and children's
Furs (dressed) and fur clothing
Shoes and other footwear (md. rubber)
13 Although commodity divisions are shown in Table 13
for cameras and photographic supplies, sporting goods and toys
and games, the data derived therefrom cannot be considered
comparable because of the inclusion of an indeterminate amount
of moving-picture film, and the exclusion of saddlery and har-
ness.
15, 36Comparable commodity data were available only for
all furniture, wooden and metal; it was thus necessary, in trac-
ing the flow through the wholesale and retail channels, to
combine the household and office furniture groups.
17bRefrigerators, mechanical (household and commercial)
19 No comparable data; the china, glassware and crockery
division as shown is too limited for a satisfactory comparison.
21 Data from special Census bulletin, Wholesale Distri
bution (Trade Series), Radio Sets, Parts and Accessories
22 Musical instruments and parts (except radios)
23 Jewelry
27 Automotive equipment, parts and accessories (prob-
ably includes tires and tubes, therefore not exactly comparable)
30No comparable data; the optical goods division of
Table 13 does not include surgical and orthopedic appliances
34a, cMachinery, equipment and supplies (farm and garden)
35aOffice and store machines and equipment
41 Surgical, dental and hospital equipment and supplies
b.The selected data obtained under (a) were raised
order to secure complete coverage, a procedure rendered necc
sary because a small portion of wholesalers' sales was not r
ported by commodities. At the beginning of Table 13 of tl
U. S. Summar.y the percentage of commodity coverage w
indicated for the various kinds of establishment classified 1
major lines of merchandise. These percentages ranged fro
721 for establishments dealing primarily in farm products (n
elsewhere specified) to 99.3 for leather and leather goods (exce
gloves and shoes) establishments. The second part of Table
contained the commodity sales data. For each commodity grou
sales were given for each line of trade that dealt in the specifli
commodities. Thus complete coverage was obtained byii
application of the commodity coverage percentagestotl
respective sales by the various lines of trade.
c.Sales by all types of agent and broker were next sul
tracted from the estimated totals for each commodity grou
It was assumed that all such sales represented duplication,
assumption that perhaps overestimates the amount of duplic
tion since some agents and brokers purchase directly fro
manufacturers and sell directly to retailers or to industrial at
household consumers. Commodities so handled would of cour
not appear in the transactions of wholesalers proper. The erri
involved in the assumption may, however, be more than coii
pensated by the failure to subtract sales by wholesalers propi
to other wholesalers proper, an adjustment not allowed by ti
1929 data.
d.The total sales figure(exci. duplication) as derive
from step(c) had next to be apportioned according to type
sale, to retailers,, to industrial consumers, and to househol
consumers. For this purpose those types of establishment dea
ing in the commodities studied were selected from Table 3
the U. S. Summary, and grouped as follows:
[198]
KINDS OF BUSINESS (As SHOWN IN TABLE 3 OF THE
U.S. SUMMARY OF WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION)
UTILIZED FOR DETERMINING THE PERCENTAGE OF
SALES TO INDUSTRIAL AND HOUSEHOLD CONSUMERS
Bakery products
Canned fruits and vegetables, canned goods (gel
eral line), canned sea foods
Confectionery and soft drinks
Dairy products, poultry and poultry products, daii
and poultry products
Fish and sea foods
Other food and grocery specialties
Fruits and vegetables, fresh
Groceries and food specialties (except bakery pro
ucts, canned fruits and vegetables, canned goo*i
general line, and canned sea foods)
Meat and meat products
2 Tobacco and tobacco products (except leaf) I
3 Drugs and drug sundries (general line), drugs ar
drug sundries specialty
Toilet preparations, soaps and soap powders
4 Other paper products
Stationery and stationery supplies
5a Petroleum and petroleum products
7 Dry goods (general line)
Notions 1
Piece goods 1
Other textiles (excl. dry goods) 1
Yarn 1
MINOR
COMMODITY
GROUP
COMPAItABLE COMMODITY DIVISION
REPORTED IN TABLE 13 OF THE U.S. SUMMARY
OF WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION
9
I Oa
I Ob
11
MINOR
COMMODITY
GROUPTOTAL SPREAD IN 1929
KINDS OF BUSINESS (As SHOWN IN TABLE 3 OF THE
U.S. SUMMARY- OF SVHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION)
UTILIZED FOR DETERMINING THE PERCENTAGE OF
SALES TO INDUSTRIAL AND HOUSEHOLD CONSUMERS
9 Clothingandfurnishings...(exceptclothing,
women's and children's, clothing, secondhand, fur-
nishings, women's and children's, and furs and fur
clothing)
lOa Clothing, women's and children's, and furnishings,
women's and children's
lOb Furs and fur clothing
11 Shoes and other footwear
12 House furnishings
13 Amusement and sporting goods (except moving-pic-
ture films)
14 Tires and tubes
15,36Furniture
16 Heating equipment and supplies
17a Electrical appliances
17b Refrigerators (electric)
18 Curtains and draperies, and floor coverings
19 China, glassware and crockery
20 Electrical appliances
21 Data from special Census bulletin, Wholesale Dis-
tribution (Trade Series), Radio Sets, Parts, and 4c-
Cessories
22 Musical instruments and sheet music
23 Jewelry
24 Books and periodicals
25 Luggage
26 Automobiles (new and used). It was assumed that
sales direct to consumers by such dealers as were
classified as wholesalers were not covered in the
Retail Census.
Automotive equipment, and automobile parts (new)
No data
Optical goods
No data
All sales assumed direct to consumers
Electrical equipment and supplies (general line), and
motors and generators
Farm machinery and equipment
Same as for Group 34a, c -
Officeequipment and supplies (other than furni-
ture) -
KINDS OF BUSINESS (AS SHOWN IN TABLE 3 OF THE
U.S. SUMMARY OF WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION)
UTILIZED FOR DETERMINING THE PERCENTAGE OF
SALES TO INDUSTRIAL AND HOUSEHOLD CONSUMERS
35b, d, eAll wholesale sales other than exports were treated
as sales direct to consumers
39 Trucks and tractors. It was assumed that sales direct
to consumers by such dealers as were classified as
wholesalers were not covered in the Retail Census
41 Professional equipment and supplies (except art sup-
plies, church equipment and supplies, and school
equipment and supplies)
42 The percentage used for estimating direct sales was
taken from Table 13 of the special Census bulletin,
Wholesale Hardware Trade
43, 44All wholesale sales other than those for export as-
sumed to be direct to consumers
1 Datataken from Table 2 of the U. S. Summary
Three sets of figures were then totaled: net sales, sales to in-
dustrial and other large consumers, and direct sales to ultimate
consumers. Total net sales were then corrected for duplication
on the basis of a percentage derived from step (c) above. Indus-
trial and ultimate consumer sales, which of course contain no
duplication, were then expressed as percentages of the corrected
net sales total. Finally, these percentages were applied to the
commodity sales of wholesalers as obtained from step(c). Sub-
traction of the resultant figure for industrial sales left a total
representing all wholesale sales of finished commodities. Further
subtraction of the amount of direct sales to ultimate consumers
left as a remainder sales to retailers and exports.
e.For textiles a variation of the above procedure was
utilized. Data were taken from Tableof the U. S. Surnmaiy.
The net sales figure obtained therefrom required no correction
for duplication because Table 2 shows sales by wholesalers only.
Thus the desired percentages were calculated directly and ap.
plied to total commodity sales by wholesalers. This variation had
to be used because of the large proportion of textiles sold by
manufacturers to agents (see Table 1, Distribution of Sales by
•Manufacturing Plants, 1929), a factor that necessarily rendered
ally correction for duplication of dubious reliability.
Note B to Table 111—3
DERIVATION OF MARGINS IN WHOLESALE TRADE FOR
USE IN THE MARK-UP METHOD
rnless otherwise specified, expensedata were derived from Table
6, 7 of the U. S. Summary of Wholesale Distribution. The
inds of wholesaler included were: wholesalers only
dl types), bulk tank stations, chain store warehouses, district
nd general sales offices, and manufacturers' sales branches. All
gents and brokers were excluded.
For each minor group establishments handling the nearest
mparable lines of merchandise were selected. The types of
included and the derived expense ratios are given
i the table below.
The profit allowances, also given in the table below, represent
ie result of the following computations. First, appropriate profit
were obtained for as many minor groups as possible. The
rincipal sources of data were sample groups of stores (such as
hie studies of the Harvard Bureau of Business Research) and an
npublished release of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
[199]
Commerce, Summary of Estimated Wholesale Sales, Gross Mar-
gin; Operating Expense and Net Profit by Leading Trades. The
ratios thus assembled were added to the expense data anda
hypothetical volume of wholesale sales calculated by use of the
resultant margins and mark-tips. Each profit ratio was then ap-
plied to the estimated hypothetical volume of sales in the respec-
tive minor groups and an estimated total profit by wholesalers
was obtained. This amounted to 2.6 per cent when expressed as
a percentage of total hypothetical sales. The average profit ratio
of wholesale corporations as derived from Senate Document No.
124, National Income, 1929—1932, Appendix B, Table 4, p. 224,
was, however, only 1.1 per cent. The latter figure was accepted
as being closer to the correct profit percentage than that of 2.6
derived above. Accordingly all the specific profit ratios were re-
duced in the proportion indicated by the two averages.
MINOR'
DMMODITY
GROUP
MINOR
COMMODITY
GROUP
27
28
30
31
32
33
34a, c
34b
35aPART III
MINOR , DERIVED
COMMODITY EXPENSE ALLOWANCE WHOLESA
CROUP TYPESOFESTABLISHMENT RAIi() FOR PROFIT MARGII
(percentagesof the volume of sales)
1 Food products n.e.s.
Giocerics atid food specialties 10.0 1.3 11.3
2 Tobacco and tobaccoproducts(except leaf) (Table 7.4 .6 8.0
2, U. S. Summary)
3 Drugs and drug sundries (general line)
Drugs and drug sundries (specialty) 18.0 .8 18.8
Toilet articles and preparations J
4 Stationery and stationery supplies 22.7 1.0 23.7
5a Petroleum and petroleum products 14.3 .9 15.2
6a Undertakers' supplies (Table 2, U. S. Summary) 23.8 .5 24.3
7 Dry goods (general line)
Dry goods (specialty, other than specified) 11.9 1.7 13.6
Notions
Piece goods
9 Clothing and furnishings (other than millinery and
footwear) 13.4 1.7 15.1
lOa Clothing and furnishings (other than millinery and 1
footwear) 1.7 15.5
Millinery and millinery supplies J
lob. Furs and fur clothing (Table 2, U. S. Summary) 14.6 1.7 16.3
11 Shoes and other footwear 11.5 1.7 13.2
12 House furnishings 15.8 1.1 16.9
13 Amusement and sporting goods 18.0 .8 18.8
14 Tires and tubes 13.9 1.3 15.2
15, 36Furniture 15.7 1.1 16.8
16 Heating equipment and supplies 22.0 .3 22.3
17a Special Census report, Wholesale Electrical Trade,
Tables 25 and 25 14.5 1.1 15.6
17b Refrigerators (electric) (Table 2, U. S. Summary) 22.3 1.1 23.4
18 Curtains and draperies
Floor coverings (Table 2, U. S. Summary) }i24 1.1 13.5
19 China, glassware and crockery (Table 2,U.S. Sum-
mary) 24.6 1.1 25.7
20 Same as 17a 14.5 1.1 15.6
21 Special Census report on Wholesale Distribution,
Radio Sets and Accessories, Table 12 16.0 .8 16.8
22 Musical instruments and sheet music 30.5 1.2 31.7
23 Jewelry 16.6 .7 17.3
24 Books, periodicals and newspapers 1.2 31.6
[200]25 Luggage and leather goods
26 On the assumption that sales to wholesalers were
sales to large dealers who also functioned as retailers
no mark-up was applied. A single mark-up is applied
subsequently at the retail stage
27 Automotive equipment
20 1 Automobile parts (new and used)-
28 Estimate supplied by N. H. Engle, Wholesale Divi-
sion, Department of Commerce
30 Optical goods
31 Granite and marble (Table 2, U. S. Summary)
32 Manufacturing, mining and drilling machinery,
equipment and supplies
Electrical equipment and supplies 33
34a, cFarm machinery and equipment
34b Trucks and tractors (Table 2, U. S. Summary)
35a Commercial equipment and supplies (exporters)
35b Automatic vending machinery (Table 2, U. S. Sum-
mary)
35d Soda fountain equipment and supplies (Table 2,
U. S. Summary)
35e 'Approximation
39 Same as for group 26
41 Professional equipment and supplies
42, 43, 44 Hardware
MINOR
OMMODITY
GROUP
TOTAL SPREAD IN 1929
DERIVED
EXPENSE
TYPES OF ESTABLISHMENT RATIO
22.3
ALLOWANCE WHOLESALE
FORPROFIT MARGIN
(percentages of the volume of sales)
.6 22.9
no data
no data
data no data
2:1 22.2
no data 25.0
30.1 1.4 31,5
18.5 .6 19.1
15.1 1.0 16.1
8.8 .9 . 9.7
14.3 1.0 15.3
17.9 .9 18.8
15.0 1.0 16.0
32.9 .4 33.3
24.5 .5 25.0
no data no data 25.0
no data no data no data
22.1 1.2 23.9
18.3 .7 19.0
[201]pTable 111—4
FINISHED COMMODITIES IN RETAIL TRADE, 1929
This table shows for 1929 the cost to retailers of finished commodities, the
sales of such commodities by retailers (estimated by the volume of sales and
the mark-up methods), and the total sales of finished commodities at cost to
ultimate consumers. The steps in estimating retail sales by the volume of
sales method are described in Note A, and the derivation of the retail margins
used for the mark-up method in Note B.
Comments on this table will be found in the Preface to Part III, Sections
3 and 4.T
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Note A to Table IlI—4
DERIVATION OF SALES BY RETAILERS BY MINOR COMMODITY GROUPS (COLUMNS (3) AND (4)OFTABLE 111—4)
a.In deriving the estimates based on the use of national aver-
ages, the first step was the apportionment among the minor
commodity groups of the commodities listed separately in the
ofRetail Trade. This is shown in the follow-
ing summary:
MINOR
COMMODITY
GROUP COMMODITIES REPORTED INTHE RETAIL CENSUS
1Bakery products; bottled beverages; confectionery and
nuts; ready-to-serve; fresh fish and other
sea food; fruits and vegetables; groceries (not reported
separately); butter andcheese;eggs; lard, cooking fats,
etc.; flour; sugar; canned goods and other groceries;
meats, md. poultry: poultry reported separately; milk
and cream; fountain sales—ice creani; receipts from
meals; ice
2Cigars, cigarettes; smokers' supplies
3Prescriptions; drugs,phariiaceutical; rubber goods;
drug sun(lrles, drugs and drug sundries; toilet prepa-
rations; toiletries and cosmetics; household supplies,
cleansers, etc.
4Magazines and newspapers; paler and paper goods;
stationery, books, other stationery; sheet music; photo-
finishing sales
5aComparable data not available
5bCoal
6aCaskets and undertakers' supplies
7Piece goods; cotton piece goods; linen goods; wool and
wool mixed; rayons; silks and velvets; notions and
small wares; other dry goods; leather goods, billfolds:
custom tailoring
9Suits, men's and boys'; overcoats, men's and boys'; hats
and caps; furnishings; work clothing;, all other men's
and boys' clothing.
lOaChildren's wear; millinery; hosiery; coats, suits; tinder-
wear, negligees, corsets; apparel and accessories, other
infants' wear
Furs and fur goods
Men's shoes; boys' and youths' shoes; women's shoes;
men's and children's shoes;' infants' shoes; rubber anti
other footwear
12Antiques, art goods; other house toilet
articles
13Toys and games; sporting goods, md. gym equipment;
- a a rid
harness
Tires and tithes
Bedr'ooiu furniture;living rooi'nfurniture;di iii ng
room furniture; kitchen furniture; other household
furniture; ice refrigerators
16Ranges and water heaters
l7aElectric ironing machines; washing machines; vacuum
cleaners; sewing machines
17hRefrigerators, electric and gas
18Draperies, etc.,floor coverings; bedding, mattresses,
etc.
19China, glassware, etc; kitchen utensils
20Portable household appliances; other household appli-
ances and supplies; incandescent lamps
21Radio sets; radio parts arid equipment
22Pianos, etc; phonographs; string and band instruments;
all other musical instruments
MINOR
c:ost MODITV
GROUt' COMMOI)ITIES REI'ORTEI) IN THE RETAIL CENSUS
23Clocks; watches; diamond jewelry; rings, other than
diamond; gold and gold-filled jewe!ry; l)lated silver-
ware; sterling silverware; jewelry, silverware, costume
a rid other-
24 Books
25Luggage; luggage and leather goods
26Passenger cars
27Auto parts and accessories; batteries
28Motorcycles, bicycles and accessories
29Pleasure-craft; boat parts and accessories
30,Optical goods
31Monuments and tombstones
32
33
3-la, c
none
Electrical appi iaitces, industrial and commercial
Farm machinery; farm wagons; wir-e fencing, dc; other
farm and garden machinery and eqIliplilelit
31bTractors
33aAdding, calculatingmachinesand accessories;type-
writers and accessories; other office arid Stoic equip-
—mentand mechanical devices
35b—e none
36OffIce and store furniture audI fixtures
37 nOne
38none
39Busses; commercial cars and trucks; special PU1'l)OSe
vehicles; commercial cat's and trucks, new and used
40Aircraft; and accessories
41 Professional and scientific equipment an(l inst riumenis;
surgical, dental and hospital supplies
42Carpenters' and mechanics' tools
43none
44
b.The next problem was to estimate the total sales of each
commodity. Percentages showing the breakdown of corn mod i
sales for the coin ii try by type of store were reported iii Ta 1)1 C IS
of the U. S. SummaryofRetail Distribution. Such percentages,
when 'consistently' reported, had merely to be al)pliCd to the
total sales of the respective type of store. \Vhen a commodity
was 'variously' reported, however, prelirui na u'y calculations had
to be made. The total o'variously' reported commodities for
each particular type of store was shown as a single percentage;
hut only a percentage range (low and high percentage) was
shown for the separate commodities. In such cases the geometric
means of the high and low percentages for all the separate
modities were computed and then summated. If the sum was
smaller than the shown for all 'variously' reported
commodities the geometric means as derive(l were used for' the
separate commodities and the residue percentage assigned to
'other' commodities. If the sum of the geometric means exceeded
the percentage shown for all 'variously' reported commodities
each geometi'ic meanwasreduced accordingly, leaving no
residue for 'other' commodities.
c.The allocation and derivation of commodity sales totals de-
scril)ed under (a) and (b) did not provide complete estimates of
retail sales. •For many types of store no commodity breakdown
was reported. Furthermore the sales of stoics covered by the
classification 'miscellaneous' 'arid the sales of country general
stores had to be apportioned. The technique of allocating the
sales of these stores for which no commodity data wet-c available
may be summarized as follows:
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nonePART III
Caterers
Coffee, tea and spice
Farm products
General food
Bottled waters
General, groceries with
General,grocerieswith
General,grocerieswith
Women's exchanges
Boxlunches
Refreshment stands
Soft drinks
Miscellaneous classifications:
Institutional
Livestock
Malt products
2 General stores
Refreshment stands
Soft drinks
PEP.CENTAc.E
OF SALES
ALLOCATED TO
COMMODITY
CROUP
99.5
100.0
100.0
100.0
1.4
4.4
4.4
PERCENTAGE
OFSALES
ALLOCATED
COMMODITY
GROUP
100.0
10.9
1.4
40.1
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
6.3
14.0
-6.0
3.9
14.5
100.0
86.0
7.5
90.0
100.0
99.7
100.0
4.5
.8
14.7
100.0
95.7
96.2
97.8
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
3General stores
Costume accessories
Miscellaneous classifications:
Barbers
Beauty shops
Chemical dealers
Toilet articles
Patent medicines
Rubber goods
4General stores
Dealers in account books, legal forms and
blank books
Paper paper products
Printers and lithographers
Miscellaneous classifica Lions:
Artists' supplies
13General stores
Toy shops
Athletic and playground
Blacksmith
Concessions
Harness shops
15General stores .3
17bRefrigerators, gas and electric 98.9
18General stores 1.4
19General stores . 1.4
Aluminum ware 100.0
Miscellaneous classifications:
Hotel supply 100.0
21General stpres .5
23Costume accessory 41.9
i.Sales of stores with no commodity breakdown were either
completely assigned to the most appropriate minor group or
were apportioned on the basis of a sample of one or more state
reports which gave a commodity breakdown for the stores in
(lilestion.
ii.The sales of stores in the 'miscellaneous classification' were
divided on the basis of the division of sales by kinds of store
included in the 'miscellaneous classification' for the State of Ohio.
iii.On page 18 of the Retail Sununary a commodity breakdown
is shown for a sample of 424 country general stores. The per.
centages there given were applied to the sales of the three kinds
of country general store. By totaling the comnioclity sales thus
a division of the total sales of country general stores was
obtained. Since there remained a residual commodity group
'all other merchandise,' that item had to be further apportioned.
Comparison of the division of sales derived for country gen-
eral stores with that shown for general merchandise stores with
food revealed a close relationship in the proportionate sales of
cotiunodities. Since the items covered by the classification 'all
other merchandise' were given in detail for general merchandise
stores with food, a breakdown based on this detail was applied
to the similarly designated group for country general stores.
iv.The allocations obtained by use of the steps (i), (ii) and (iii)
are shown in the following table:
MINOR
COMMODITY
GROUt'
1
TYPE OF STORE
MINOR
CoStMOIflTV
CR0111' TYPEOF STORE
GaMiscellaneous classifications:
Undertakers
7 General stomes
Women's exchanges
Costume accessories
Umbrellas
Miscellaneous classifications:
Embroidery
Leather and findings
Patterns
9General stores
Knit goods
Children's specialties
l0aGeneral stores
Women's exchanges
Blouse shops
Knit goods
Costume accessories
Children's specialties
Dressmakers
Infants' wear
Mail order
IiGeneral stores
12General stores
Women's' exchanges
Brushes and brooms
Picture framing
Awnings, etc.
Lamps and shades
Art and gift
and souvenir
Miscellaneous classifications:
Art galleries
Photographers
Regalia
Religious goods
jann9rs' supplies
Sanitary
Auctions
99.7
100.0
100.0
100.0
apparel 61.5
dry goods 67.3
general merchandise 54.6
59.4
100.0
93.5
93.5
.3
98.9
99.0
100.0
100.0
89.8
.8
10.5
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
.3
100.0
100.0
90.8
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
Autographs
Blue printers
Rubber stamps
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12Miscellaneous classifications:
Locksmith
Machinery dealer
d.Since the national averages used above are unweighted, a
more accurate estimate of commodity sales can be obtained by
usingstatedata. In essence, the procedure followed is similar1 to
that (lescribed above except that state figures are utilized. Not
all states, however, reported commotlity data in the same detail.
In such cases, when it was evident that a certain type of store
sold a given commodity, the percentage for similar stores in an
:1 adjoining or nearby state was used. If no data were shown for a
nearby state, the median of percentages for those states which
did report commodity data for that type of store was applied to
the net sales of such stores in the state •in question. A minor
variation of this last procedure was the use of a weighted
arithmetic mean of percentages in place of a median.
The estimates on the basis of the state reports appear in
column 4 oF Table 111—4. Although the procedure was not used
for all the minor groups, it was used for a number sufficient to
reveal differences in the results of the two methods.
98.9
DERIVATION OF MARGINS IN RETAIL TRADE FOR
USE IN THE MARK-UP METHOD
Expense data were obtained from Table 2A of. the U. S. Sum-
mary of Retail Distribution. For each minor group the types of
store handling the nearest comparable lines of merchandise
were chosen. The tal)le below shows both the selected types of
store and the corresponding expense ratios.
The table also shows the allowance for profit in each group.
This allowance was based on a technique similar to that de-
scribed iii Note D to Table 111—3. First, profit ratios were ob-
tained from various sources, notably sample studies such as those
of the Harvard Bureau of Business Research and of the Federal
Trade Commission, and an unpublished release of the Bureau
ofForeign and Domestic Commerce, Summary of Estimated Net
Retail Sales, Gross Margin, Operating Expenses, and Net Profit
by Leading Trades. An average profit ratio of 3.2 per cent was
ultimately derived. The average profit ratio of retail corpora-
tions given in Senate Document 124, National Income, 1929—
1932, Appendix B, Table 4, p. 224, was, however, only 1.6 pet
cent. This was accepted as a better approximation than the 3.2
per cent derived above. Consequently all the group profit ratios
as originally computed were lowered in the proportion
cated by the two averages.
ALLOW-
DERIVEDANCE
EXPENSE FORRETAIL.
RATIOPROFITMARGIN
(percentagesof volume of
sales)
1Food group 19.5 1.2 20.7
2Cigar stores and cigar stands31.4 1.0 32.4
SDrug stores 27.1 1.8 28.9
stores
Stationers and engravers
5aFilling stations—gasoline and
oil 23.7 1.0 24.7
7General merchandise group26.8 no data
9Men's and boys' clothing and
furnishings stores 28.9 2.2 31.1
lOaFamily clothing stores
Women's ready-to-wear spe-
cialty stores
Women'saccessoriesstores
(except furriers, costume ac-
cessories stores, and umbrella
shops)
101)Furriers 33.8 1.5 35.3
11 Shoe stores 29.4 2.0 31.4
12General merchandise group 26.8 1.6 28.4
13Toy shops
Camera dealers
Sporting goods stores
14Tire shops 29.0 1.5 30.5
15, 36 Furniture stores 31.0 5.0 36.0
16Heating appliance and oil
burner dealers 43.5
17aHousehold appliance stores 36.5 no data
171)Refrigerator dealers 26.9 3.2 30.1
PERCENTAGE
01:SALES
ALLOCATEDTO
COM MOI)ITY
GROUP
90.9
CR0111' TYPE OF STORE
24Circulating libraries
25General stores
28Bicycles, motorcycles and accessories
Bicycle shops
30Miscellaneous classifications:
Artificial limbs
34a, c Irrigation and drainage equipment
supplies
General stores
36Store fixtures
94.2
82.9
100.0
82.2
99.0
.4
100.0
100.0
Note B to Table II1—4
MINOR
COMMODITY
GROUP TYPE OF STORE
ALLOW-
DERIVEDANCE
EXPENSE FORRETAIL
RATIOPROFIT MARGIN
(percentagesof volume of
sales)
MINOR
COMMODITY
GROUP
30.2 1.6 31.8
TYPE OF STORE
4News dealers
} 30.3
1.5 31.8
.5. 29.5 .4 43.9
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ALLOW- ALLOW-
MINOR DERIVEDANCE MINOR DERIVEDANCE
COMMODITY EXPENSEFORRETAIL COMMODITY EXPENSEFORRETAIL
GROUP TYPE OF STORE RATIOPROFIT MARGIN GROUP TYPE OF STORE RATIOPROFIT MARGIN
of volume of (percentages of volume of
sales) sales)
18Floor coverings, drapery, cur- don. Total sales to consum-
tains, and upholstery stores32.7 5.0 37.7 ers do not equal sales by
retailers (dealers) plus direct
19China,glassware,crockery, sales by manufacturers be-
tinware, enameiware dealers35.1 1.6 36.7 cause of the subtraction of
-
' thevalue of exports, $1,182
20Same as 17a (margin shown thousand no data 33.3
byvolume-of-salesmethod
'30Opticians and optometrists used)
Scientificandmedicalin-
}
21Radio and music stores 38.1 1.0 34.1 struments and supply dealers
(approximation)
22Music stores (without radio) 31Monument andtombstone
Radio and musicalInstru-}36.8 no data works 41.9 1.6 43.5
ment stores
33Same as 17a (margin shOwn
23Jewelry stores 35.5 2.2 37.7 byvolume-of-salesmethod
used)
24Book stores 32.5 1.2 33.7 34a, c Farm implement, machinery
and equipment dealers 17.0 1.5 18.5
25Luggage and leather goods 34bAutomobile dealers with farm
stores 35.0 2.1 37.1 implements and machinery 16.2 1.9 18.1
35aOffice, school, and store slip-
26Automobile sales rooms 17.7 no data ply and equipment dealers 34.3 no data
39Automobile sales rooms 17.7 1.2 18.9
40For convenience all aircraft 27Accessory stores with tires and
dealers were treated asre- batteries 28.3 no data
tailers (no precise distinction
between wholesale and retail 28 Motorcycle dealers
dealershavingbeenpos- Bicycle, motorcycle, and 30.9 1.2 32.1
sible). The mark-up utilized ply stores
was based on data supplied by
the Aeronautical Chamber of
29For convenience, all pleasure-
Commerce.Totalsalesto craft dealers were treated as -
consumersdo not equal sales
retailers(in actuality, some by retailers (dealers) plus di-
also perform wholesale func- rect sales by manufacturers
tions, but no data were avail- because of the subtraction of
able on which to base a dis- the value of exports, $9,126
tinction). The mark-up uti thousand 20.0
lizedisbased on thatre- 41Scientific and medical instru-
ported by a prominent dealer ments and supply dealers 31.4 1.6 33.0
in speedboats, and can be 42Hardware stores 26.6 1.0 27.6
termed only an approxima-. 43,44 Hardware stores 26.6 1.0 27.6
[210]Table 111—5
TOTAL SPREAD BETWEEN VALUES OF FINISHED COM-
MODITIES AT PRODUCERS' PRICES AND AT COST
TO ULTIMATE CONSUMERS, MINOR
COMMODITY GROUPS, 1929
This table recapitulates the results of the analysis in Part III. It shows for
1929 the total spread between the values of finished commodities, destined
for domestic consumption, at producers' prices and at final cost to ultimate
consumers; as well asdistribution of this spread among transportation
charges, wholesale margins and retail margins.
Comments on this table will be found in the Preface to Part III, Section 5.T
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